


KJV Bible Word Studies for WAVE



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

wave 1116 ## bamah {bam-maw'}; from an unused root (meaning to be high); an elevation: -- height, high 
place, {wave}. 

wave 1530 ## gal {gal}; from 1556; something rolled, i.e. a heap of stone or dung (plural ruins), by analogy, 
a spring of water (plural waves): -- billow, heap, spring, {wave}. 

wave 1796 ## dokiy {dok-ee'}; from 1794; a dashing of surf: -- {wave}. 

wave 2830 # kludon {kloo'-dohn}; from kluzo (to billow or dash over); a surge of the sea (literally or 
figuratively): -- raging, {wave}. 

wave 2949 # kuma {koo'-mah}; from kuo (to swell [with young], i.e. bend, curve); a billow (as bursting or 
toppling): -- {wave}. 

wave 4535 # salos {sal'-os}; probably from the base of 4525; a vibration, i.e. (specifically) billow: -- {wave}. 

wave 4867 ## mishbar {mish-bawr'}; from 7665; a breaker (of the sea): -- billow, {wave}. 

wave 5130 ## nuwph {noof}; a primitive root; to quiver (i.e. vibrate up and down, or rock to and fro); used 
in a great variety of applications (including sprinkling, beckoning, rubbing, bastinadoing, sawing, waving, 
etc.): -- lift up, move, offer, perfume, send, shake, sift, strike, {wave}. 

wave 8573 ## t@nuwphah {ten-oo-faw'}; from 5130; a brandishing (in threat); by implication, tumult; 
specifically, the official undulation of sacrificial offerings: -- offering, shaking, {wave} (offering). 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

wave 01116 ## bamah {bam-maw'} ; from an unused root (meaning to be high) ; an elevation : -- height , 
high place , {wave} . 

wave 01530 ## gal {gal} ; from 01556 ; something rolled , i . e . a heap of stone or dung (plural ruins) , by 
analogy , a spring of water (plural waves) : -- billow , heap , spring , {wave} . 

wave 01796 ## dokiy {dok-ee'} ; from 01794 ; a dashing of surf : -- {wave} . 

wave 02121 ## zeydown {zay-dohn'} ; from 02102 ; boiling of water , i . e . {wave} : -- proud . 

wave 02411 ## Chattiyl {khat-teel'} ; from an unused root apparently meaning to {wave} ; fluctuating ; 
Chattil , one of " Solomon's servants " : -- Hattil . 

wave 02563 ## chomer {kho'mer} ; from 02560 ; properly , a bubbling up , i . e . of water , a {wave} ; of 
earth , mire or clay (cement) ; also a heap ; hence , a chomer or dry measure : -- clay , heap , homer , mire , 
motion . 

wave 04867 ## mishbar {mish-bawr'} ; from 07665 ; a breaker (of the sea) : -- billow , {wave} . 

wave 05067 ## ned {nade} ; from 05110 in the sense of piling up ; a mound , i . e . {wave} : -- heap . 

wave 05074 ## nadad {naw-dad'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to {wave} to and fro (rarely to flap up and 
down) ; figuratively , to rove , flee , or (causatively) to drive away : -- chase (away) , X could not , depart , 
flee (X apace , away) , (re-) move , thrust away , wander (abroad ,-er ,-ing) . 

wave 05130 ## nuwph {noof} ; a primitive root ; to quiver (i . e . vibrate up and down , or rock to and fro) ; 
used in a great variety of applications (including sprinkling , beckoning , rubbing , bastinadoing , sawing , 
waving , etc .) : -- lift up , move , offer , perfume , send , shake , sift , strike , {wave} . 

wave 05965 ## ` alac {aw-las'} ; a primitive root ; to leap for joy , i . e . exult , {wave} joyously : -- X peacock
, rejoice , solace self . 

wave 08573 ## t@nuwphah {ten-oo-faw'} ; from 05130 ; a brandishing (in threat) ; by implication , tumult ;
specifically , the official undulation of sacrificial offerings : -- offering , shaking , {wave} (offering) . 

wave 2830 - kludon {kloo'-dohn}; from kluzo (to billow or dash over); a surge of the sea (literally or 
figuratively): -- raging, {wave}. 

wave 2949 - kuma {koo'-mah}; from kuo (to swell [with young], i.e. bend, curve); a billow (as bursting or 
toppling): -- {wave}. 

wave 4535 - salos {sal'-os}; probably from the base of 4525; a vibration, i.e. (specifically) billow: -- {wave}. 



waver 03782 ## kashal {kaw-shal'} ; a primitive root ; to totter or {waver} (through weakness of the legs , 
especially the ankle) ; by implication , to falter , stumble , faint or fall : -- bereave [from the margin ] , cast 
down , be decayed , (cause to) fail , (cause , make to) fall (down ,-- ing) , feeble , be (the) ruin (- ed , of) , (be) 
overthrown , (cause to) stumble , X utterly , be weak . 

waver 04131 ## mowt {mote} ; a primitive root ; to {waver} ; by implication , to slip , shake , fall : -- be 
carried , cast , be out of course , be fallen in decay , X exceedingly , fall (- ing down) , be (re-) moved , be 
ready , shake , slide , slip . 

waver 04571 ## ma` ad {maw-ad'} ; a primitive root ; to {waver} : -- make to shake , slide , slip . 

waver 05110 ## nuwd {nood} ; a primitive root ; to nod , i . e . {waver} ; figuratively , to wander , flee , 
disappear ; also (from shaking the head in sympathy) , to console , deplore , or (from tossing the head in 
scorn) taunt : -- bemoan , flee , get , mourn , make to move , take pity , remove , shake , skip for joy , be 
sorry , vagabond , way , wandering . 

waver 05128 ## nuwa` {noo'- ah} ; a primitive root ; to {waver} , in a great variety of applications , literally 
and figuratively (as subjoined) : -- continually , fugitive , X make , to [go ] up and down , be gone away , 
(be) move (- able ,-d) , be promoted , reel , remove , scatter , set , shake , sift , stagger , to and fro , be 
vagabond , wag , (make) wander (up and down) . 

waver 06328 ## puwq {pook} ; a primitive root ; to {waver} : -- stumble , move . 

waver 1252 - diakrino {dee-ak-ree'-no}; from 1223 and 2919; to separate thoroughly, i.e. (literally and 
reflexively) to withdraw from, or (by implication) oppose; figuratively, to discriminate (by implication, 
decide), or (reflexively) hesitate: -- contend, make (to) differ(-ence), discern, doubt, judge, be partial, 
stagger, {waver}. 

waver 1365 - distazo {dis-tad'-zo}; from 1364; properly, to duplicate, i.e. (ment.) to {waver} (in opinion): -- 
doubt. 

waver 4531 - saleuo {sal-yoo'-o}; from 4535; to {waver}, i.e. agitate, rock, topple or (by implication) destroy;
figuratively, to disturb, incite: -- move, shake (together), which can [-not] be shaken, stir up. 

wavering 04132 ## mowt {mote} ; from 04131 ; a {wavering} , i . e . fall ; by implication , a pole (as shaking)
; hence , a yoke (as essentially a bent pole) : -- bar , be moved , staff , yoke . 

wavering 0186 - aklines {ak-lee-nace'}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and 2827; not leaning, i.e. 
(figuratively) firm: -- without {wavering}. 

wavering 5049 - teleios {tel-i'-oce}; adverb from 5046; completely, i.e. (of hope) without {wavering}: -- to 
the end. 

waves 01530 ## gal {gal} ; from 01556 ; something rolled , i . e . a heap of stone or dung (plural ruins) , by 
analogy , a spring of water (plural {waves}) : -- billow , heap , spring , wave . 

waves 07280 ## raga` {raw-gah'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to toss violently and suddenly (the sea with 
{waves} , the skin with boils) ; figuratively (in a favorable manner) to settle , i . e . quiet ; specifically , to 
wink (from the motion of the eye-lids) : -- break , divide , find ease , be a moment , (cause , give , make to) 
rest , make suddenly . 

waves 0123 - aigialos {ahee-ghee-al-os'}; from aisso (to rush) and 0251 (in the sense of the sea; a beach (on 
which the {waves} dash): -- shore. 

waves 4494 - rhipizo {hrip-id'-zo}; from a derivative of 4496 (meaning a fan or bellows); to breeze up, i.e. 



(by analogy) to agitate (into {waves}): -- toss. 

waves 4950 - surtis {soor'-tis}; from 4951; a shoal (from the sand drawn thither by the {waves}), i.e. the 
Syrtis Major or great bay on the N. coast of Africa: -- quicksands. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

2148 + Euroclydon +/ . Eurokludon {yoo-rok-loo'-dohn}; from Euros (the east wind) and 2830 + a wave + 
and the raging +/ ; a storm from the East (or SouthEast), i .e . (in modern phrase) a Levanter: --Euroklydon
. 

2626 + was being overflowed +/ . katakluzo {kat-ak-lood'-zo}; from 2596 + after 2596- after 2596- at + on + 
At + yet + own + into + over + after + where + every + about + after + it on + cause + And at + before + 
toward + matter + Against + covered + through + against + in every + me after + my state + touching + us 
after + is after + But after + According + men after + not after + it be yet + of but on + according + and 
every + but after + in respect + Concerning + ye against + my affairs + that after + throughout + concerning
+ upon you on + not against + place every + and against + being alone + him against + as touching + that 
through + unto them at + things after + laid against + is according + it not after + we according + not ye 
after + and in every + particularly + it according + him according + you according + as concerning + and 
not after + not according + As concerning + for him after + man according + Not according + day 
according + but according + violently down + itself against + when he was at + can be against + for that 
after + of him through + things against + thing according + which are among + be done through + by you 
according + things according + somewhat against + that was against + unto me according + but not 
according + which is according + shall be according + of me is not after + with them according + to him out 
of every + one of you according + unto thee that after + sakes but as touching + be it unto me according + 
For they that are after + him that was born after + any thing to the charge + but they that are after + let us 
prophesy according + For he that is not against + in you and ye in him according + He that is not with me is
against + him not for he that is not against +/ and the base of 2830 + a wave + and the raging +/ ; to dash 
(wash) down, i .e . (by implication) to deluge: --overflow . 

2830 + a wave + and the raging +/ . kludon {kloo'-dohn}; from kluzo (to billow or dash over); a surge of the 
sea (literally or figuratively): --raging, wave . 

2831 + tossed + to and fro +/ . kludonizomai {kloo-do-nid'-zom-ahee}; middle voice from 2830 + a wave + 
and the raging +/ ; to surge, i .e . (figuratively) to fluctuate: --toss to and fro . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

wave 1116 -- bamah -- height, high place, {wave}.

wave 1530 -- gal -- billow, heap, spring, {wave}.

wave 1796 -- dokiy -- {wave}.

wave 2830 ** kludon ** raging, {wave}.

wave 2949 ** kuma ** {wave}.

wave 4535 ** salos ** {wave}.

wave 4867 -- mishbar -- billow, {wave}.

wave 5130 -- nuwph -- lift up, move, offer, perfume, send, shake, sift, strike,{wave}.

wave 8573 -- t@nuwphah -- offering, shaking, {wave} (offering).

waver 1252 ** diakrino ** contend, make (to) differ(-ence), discern, doubt, judge, bepartial, stagger, 
{waver}.

wavering 0186 ** aklines ** without {wavering}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

wave 2830 kludon * {wave} , {2830 kludon } ,

wavereth 1252 diakrino * {wavereth} , {1252 diakrino } ,

wavering 0186 aklines * {wavering} , {0186 aklines } , 1252 diakrino ,

wavering 1252 diakrino * {wavering} , 0186 aklines , {1252 diakrino } ,

waves 2949 kuma * {waves} , {2949 kuma } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* wave , 2830 ,

- wave , 5130 , 8573 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

wave - 2830 {wave},

wavereth - 1252 contended, contending, differ, difference, discern, discerning, doubt, doubting, judge, 
maketh, making, partial, put, staggered, {wavereth}, wavering,

wavering - 0186 {wavering}, without,

wavering - 1252 contended, contending, differ, difference, discern, discerning, doubt, doubting, judge, 
maketh, making, partial, put, staggered, wavereth, {wavering},

waves - 2949 {waves},
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wave , EXO_29_24 , EXO_29_24 , EXO_29_26 , EXO_29_26 , EXO_29_27,

wave , LEV_07_30 , LEV_07_34 , LEV_08_27 , LEV_08_29 , LEV_09_21 , LEV_10_14 , LEV_10_15 , 
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wave , NUM_05_25 , NUM_06_20 , NUM_06_20 , NUM_06_20 , NUM_18_11 , NUM_18_18,

wave , JAM_01_06 ,
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PSA_107_29,

waves , ISA_48_18 , ISA_51_15,

waves , JER_05_22 , JER_31_35 , JER_51_42 , JER_51_55,
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waves , EZE_26_03 ,

waves , JON_02_03 ,

waves , ZEC_10_11,

waves , MAT_08_24 , MAT_14_24,

waves , MAR_04_37,

waves , LUK_21_25,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

wave Exo_29_24 # And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and shalt 
wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

wave Exo_29_24 # And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and shalt 
wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

wave Exo_29_26 # And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part.

wave Exo_29_26 # And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part.

wave Exo_29_27 # And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of the heave 
offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] which [is] 
for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his sons:

wave Jam_01_06 # But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea 
driven with the wind and tossed.

wave Lev_07_30 # His own hands shall bring the offerings of the LORD made by fire, the fat with the 
breast, it shall he bring, that the breast may be waved [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

wave Lev_07_34 # For the wave breast and the heave shoulder have I taken of the children of Israel from 
off the sacrifices of their peace offerings, and have given them unto Aaron the priest and unto his sons by a 
statute for ever from among the children of Israel.

wave Lev_08_27 # And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and upon his sons' hands, and waved them [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD.

wave Lev_08_29 # And Moses took the breast, and waved it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: [for] of 
the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded Moses.

wave Lev_09_21 # And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron waved [for] a wave offering before the 
LORD; as Moses commanded.

wave Lev_10_14 # And the wave breast and heave shoulder shall ye eat in a clean place; thou, and thy sons, 
and thy daughters with thee: for [they be] thy due, and thy sons' due, [which] are given out of the sacrifices 
of peace offerings of the children of Israel.

wave Lev_10_15 # The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire 
of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by
a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded.

wave Lev_10_15 # The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire 
of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by
a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded.

wave Lev_10_15 # The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire 
of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by
a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded.



wave Lev_14_12 # And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and the log 
of oil, and wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave Lev_14_12 # And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and the log 
of oil, and wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave Lev_14_24 # And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of oil, and the 
priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave Lev_14_24 # And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of oil, and the 
priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave Lev_23_11 # And he shall wave the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow 
after the sabbath the priest shall wave it.

wave Lev_23_11 # And he shall wave the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow 
after the sabbath the priest shall wave it.

wave Lev_23_12 # And ye shall offer that day when ye wave the sheaf an he lamb without blemish of the 
first year for a burnt offering unto the LORD.

wave Lev_23_15 # And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye 
brought the sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete:

wave Lev_23_17 # Ye shall bring out of your habitations two wave loaves of two tenth deals: they shall be of
fine flour; they shall be baken with leaven; [they are] the firstfruits unto the LORD.

wave Lev_23_20 # And the priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a wave offering 
before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest.

wave Lev_23_20 # And the priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a wave offering 
before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest.

wave Num_05_25 # Then the priest shall take the jealousy offering out of the woman's hand, and shall wave
the offering before the LORD, and offer it upon the altar:

wave Num_06_20 # And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for
the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine.

wave Num_06_20 # And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for
the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine.

wave Num_06_20 # And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for
the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine.

wave Num_18_11 # And this [is] thine; the heave offering of their gift, with all the wave offerings of the 
children of Israel: I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy daughters with thee, by a statute 
for ever: every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it.

wave Num_18_18 # And the flesh of them shall be thine, as the wave breast and as the right shoulder are 
thine.

waved Exo_29_27 # And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of the heave 
offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] which [is] 
for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his sons:



waved Lev_07_30 # His own hands shall bring the offerings of the LORD made by fire, the fat with the 
breast, it shall he bring, that the breast may be waved [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

waved Lev_08_27 # And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and upon his sons' hands, and waved them [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD.

waved Lev_08_29 # And Moses took the breast, and waved it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: [for] 
of the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded Moses.

waved Lev_09_21 # And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron waved [for] a wave offering before the 
LORD; as Moses commanded.

waved Lev_14_21 # And if he [be] poor, and cannot get so much; then he shall take one lamb [for] a 
trespass offering to be waved, to make an atonement for him, and one tenth deal of fine flour mingled with 
oil for a meat offering, and a log of oil;

wavereth Jam_01_06 # But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the
sea driven with the wind and tossed.

wavering Heb_10_23 # Let us hold fast the profession of [our] faith without wavering; [for he [is] faithful 
that promised;]

wavering Jam_01_06 # But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the
sea driven with the wind and tossed.

waves 2Sa_22_05 # When the waves of death compassed me, the floods of ungodly men made me afraid;

waves Act_27_41 # And falling into a place where two seas met, they ran the ship aground; and the forepart
stuck fast, and remained unmoveable, but the hinder part was broken with the violence of the waves.

waves Eze_26_03 # Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I [am] against thee, O Tyrus, and will 
cause many nations to come up against thee, as the sea causeth his waves to come up.

waves Isa_48_18 # O that thou hadst hearkened to my commandments! then had thy peace been as a river, 
and thy righteousness as the waves of the sea:

waves Isa_51_15 # But I [am] the LORD thy God, that divided the sea, whose waves roared: The LORD of 
hosts [is] his name.

waves Jde_01_13 # Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to whom is 
reserved the blackness of darkness for ever.

waves Jer_05_22 # Fear ye not me? saith the LORD: will ye not tremble at my presence, which have placed 
the sand [for] the bound of the sea by a perpetual decree, that it cannot pass it: and though the waves 
thereof toss themselves, yet can they not prevail; though they roar, yet can they not pass over it?

waves Jer_31_35 # Thus saith the LORD, which giveth the sun for a light by day, [and] the ordinances of 
the moon and of the stars for a light by night, which divideth the sea when the waves thereof roar; The 
LORD of hosts [is] his name:

waves Jer_51_42 # The sea is come up upon Babylon: she is covered with the multitude of the waves 
thereof.

waves Jer_51_55 # Because the LORD hath spoiled Babylon, and destroyed out of her the great voice; when



her waves do roar like great waters, a noise of their voice is uttered:

waves Job_09_08 # Which alone spreadeth out the heavens, and treadeth upon the waves of the sea.

waves Job_38_11 # And said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further: and here shall thy proud waves be 
stayed?

waves Jon_02_03 # For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst of the seas; and the floods compassed 
me about: all thy billows and thy waves passed over me.

waves Luk_21_25 # And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the 
earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring;

waves Mar_04_37 # And there arose a great storm of wind, and the waves beat into the ship, so that it was 
now full.

waves Mat_08_24 # And, behold, there arose a great tempest in the sea, insomuch that the ship was covered 
with the waves: but he was asleep.

waves Mat_14_24 # But the ship was now in the midst of the sea, tossed with waves: for the wind was 
contrary.

waves Psa_107_25 # For he commandeth, and raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the waves thereof.

waves Psa_107_29 # He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof are still.

waves Psa_42_07 # Deep calleth unto deep at the noise of thy waterspouts: all thy waves and thy billows are 
gone over me.

waves Psa_65_07 # Which stilleth the noise of the seas, the noise of their waves, and the tumult of the 
people.

waves Psa_88_07 # Thy wrath lieth hard upon me, and thou hast afflicted [me] with all thy waves. Selah.

waves Psa_89_09 # Thou rulest the raging of the sea: when the waves thereof arise, thou stillest them.

waves Psa_93_03 # The floods have lifted up, O LORD, the floods have lifted up their voice; the floods lift 
up their waves.

waves Psa_93_04 # The LORD on high [is] mightier than the noise of many waters, [yea, than] the mighty 
waves of the sea.

waves Zec_10_11 # And he shall pass through the sea with affliction, and shall smite the waves in the sea, 
and all the deeps of the river shall dry up: and the pride of Assyria shall be brought down, and the sceptre 
of Egypt shall depart away.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

wave breast and Lev_07_34 # For the wave breast and the heave shoulder have I taken of the children of 
Israel from off the sacrifices of their peace offerings, and have given them unto Aaron the priest and unto 
his sons by a statute for ever from among the children of Israel.

wave breast and Lev_10_14 # And the wave breast and heave shoulder shall ye eat in a clean place; thou, 
and thy sons, and thy daughters with thee: for [they be] thy due, and thy sons' due, [which] are given out of 
the sacrifices of peace offerings of the children of Israel.

wave breast and Num_06_20 # And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this 
[is] holy for the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink 
wine.

wave breast and Num_18_18 # And the flesh of them shall be thine, as the wave breast and as the right 
shoulder are thine.

wave breast shall Lev_10_15 # The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings 
made by fire of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons'
with thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded.

wave it for Exo_29_26 # And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it 
[for] a wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part.

wave it for Lev_10_15 # The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made 
by fire of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with 
thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded.

wave it Lev_23_11 # And he shall wave the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow 
after the sabbath the priest shall wave it.

wave loaves of Lev_23_17 # Ye shall bring out of your habitations two wave loaves of two tenth deals: they 
shall be of fine flour; they shall be baken with leaven; [they are] the firstfruits unto the LORD.

wave of the Jam_01_06 # But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of 
the sea driven with the wind and tossed.

wave offering and Exo_29_27 # And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of 
the heave offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] 
which [is] for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his sons:

wave offering before Exo_29_24 # And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his 
sons; and shalt wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

wave offering before Exo_29_26 # And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and 
wave it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part.

wave offering before Lev_07_30 # His own hands shall bring the offerings of the LORD made by fire, the 
fat with the breast, it shall he bring, that the breast may be waved [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

wave offering before Lev_08_27 # And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and upon his sons' hands, and waved
them [for] a wave offering before the LORD.



wave offering before Lev_08_29 # And Moses took the breast, and waved it [for] a wave offering before the 
LORD: [for] of the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded Moses.

wave offering before Lev_09_21 # And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron waved [for] a wave 
offering before the LORD; as Moses commanded.

wave offering before Lev_10_15 # The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the 
offerings made by fire of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and
thy sons' with thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded.

wave offering before Lev_14_12 # And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass 
offering, and the log of oil, and wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave offering before Lev_14_24 # And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of 
oil, and the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave offering before Lev_23_20 # And the priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest.

wave offering before Num_06_20 # And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: 
this [is] holy for the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink 
wine.

wave offering seven Lev_23_15 # And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the 
day that ye brought the sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete:

wave offerings of Num_18_11 # And this [is] thine; the heave offering of their gift, with all the wave 
offerings of the children of Israel: I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy daughters with 
thee, by a statute for ever: every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it.

wave the offering Num_05_25 # Then the priest shall take the jealousy offering out of the woman's hand, 
and shall wave the offering before the LORD, and offer it upon the altar:

wave the sheaf Lev_23_11 # And he shall wave the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the 
morrow after the sabbath the priest shall wave it.

wave the sheaf Lev_23_12 # And ye shall offer that day when ye wave the sheaf an he lamb without blemish
of the first year for a burnt offering unto the LORD.

wave them for Exo_29_24 # And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and 
shalt wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

wave them for Lev_14_12 # And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and
the log of oil, and wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave them for Lev_14_24 # And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of oil, 
and the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:

wave them for Num_06_20 # And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this 
[is] holy for the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink 
wine.

wave them with Lev_23_20 # And the priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a wave 
offering before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest.



waved and which Exo_29_27 # And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of 
the heave offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] 
which [is] for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his sons:

waved for a Lev_07_30 # His own hands shall bring the offerings of the LORD made by fire, the fat with 
the breast, it shall he bring, that the breast may be waved [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

waved for a Lev_09_21 # And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron waved [for] a wave offering before 
the LORD; as Moses commanded.

waved it for Lev_08_29 # And Moses took the breast, and waved it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: 
[for] of the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded Moses.

waved them for Lev_08_27 # And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and upon his sons' hands, and waved 
them [for] a wave offering before the LORD.

waved to make Lev_14_21 # And if he [be] poor, and cannot get so much; then he shall take one lamb [for] 
a trespass offering to be waved, to make an atonement for him, and one tenth deal of fine flour mingled 
with oil for a meat offering, and a log of oil;

wavereth is like Jam_01_06 # But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave
of the sea driven with the wind and tossed.

wavering for he Heb_10_23 # Let us hold fast the profession of [our] faith without wavering; [for he [is] 
faithful that promised;]

wavering For he Jam_01_06 # But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a 
wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed.

waves and the Psa_65_07 # Which stilleth the noise of the seas, the noise of their waves, and the tumult of 
the people.

waves and thy Psa_42_07 # Deep calleth unto deep at the noise of thy waterspouts: all thy waves and thy 
billows are gone over me.

waves be stayed Job_38_11 # And said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further: and here shall thy proud 
waves be stayed?

waves beat into Mar_04_37 # And there arose a great storm of wind, and the waves beat into the ship, so 
that it was now full.

waves but he Mat_08_24 # And, behold, there arose a great tempest in the sea, insomuch that the ship was 
covered with the waves: but he was asleep.

waves do roar Jer_51_55 # Because the LORD hath spoiled Babylon, and destroyed out of her the great 
voice; when her waves do roar like great waters, a noise of their voice is uttered:

waves for the Mat_14_24 # But the ship was now in the midst of the sea, tossed with waves: for the wind 
was contrary.

waves in the Zec_10_11 # And he shall pass through the sea with affliction, and shall smite the waves in the 
sea, and all the deeps of the river shall dry up: and the pride of Assyria shall be brought down, and the 
sceptre of Egypt shall depart away.

waves of death 2Sa_22_05 # When the waves of death compassed me, the floods of ungodly men made me 



afraid;

waves of the Isa_48_18 # O that thou hadst hearkened to my commandments! then had thy peace been as a 
river, and thy righteousness as the waves of the sea:

waves of the Jde_01_13 # Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to whom 
is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever.

waves of the Job_09_08 # Which alone spreadeth out the heavens, and treadeth upon the waves of the sea.

waves of the Psa_93_04 # The LORD on high [is] mightier than the noise of many waters, [yea, than] the 
mighty waves of the sea.

waves passed over Jon_02_03 # For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst of the seas; and the floods
compassed me about: all thy billows and thy waves passed over me.

waves roared The Isa_51_15 # But I [am] the LORD thy God, that divided the sea, whose waves roared: 
The LORD of hosts [is] his name.

waves roaring Luk_21_25 # And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon
the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring;

waves Selah Psa_88_07 # Thy wrath lieth hard upon me, and thou hast afflicted [me] with all thy waves. 
Selah.

waves thereof are Psa_107_29 # He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves thereof are still.

waves thereof arise Psa_89_09 # Thou rulest the raging of the sea: when the waves thereof arise, thou 
stillest them.

waves thereof roar Jer_31_35 # Thus saith the LORD, which giveth the sun for a light by day, [and] the 
ordinances of the moon and of the stars for a light by night, which divideth the sea when the waves thereof 
roar; The LORD of hosts [is] his name:

waves thereof toss Jer_05_22 # Fear ye not me? saith the LORD: will ye not tremble at my presence, which 
have placed the sand [for] the bound of the sea by a perpetual decree, that it cannot pass it: and though the 
waves thereof toss themselves, yet can they not prevail; though they roar, yet can they not pass over it?

waves thereof Jer_51_42 # The sea is come up upon Babylon: she is covered with the multitude of the waves
thereof.

waves thereof Psa_107_25 # For he commandeth, and raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the waves 
thereof.

waves to come Eze_26_03 # Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I [am] against thee, O Tyrus, and 
will cause many nations to come up against thee, as the sea causeth his waves to come up.

waves Act_27_41 # And falling into a place where two seas met, they ran the ship aground; and the forepart
stuck fast, and remained unmoveable, but the hinder part was broken with the violence of the waves.

waves Psa_93_03 # The floods have lifted up, O LORD, the floods have lifted up their voice; the floods lift 
up their waves.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

wave breast Lev_10_14 

wave breast Lev_07_34 

wave breast Num_18_18 

wave breast Num_06_20 

wave breast shall they bring with Lev_10_15 

wave it Exo_29_26 

wave offering Exo_29_27 

wave offering Lev_23_15 

wave offering before Exo_29_24 

wave offering before Exo_29_26 

wave offering before Lev_10_15 

wave offering before Lev_14_12 

wave offering before Lev_14_24 

wave offering before Lev_23_20 

wave offering before Lev_07_30 

wave offering before Lev_08_27 

wave offering before Lev_08_29 

wave offering before Lev_09_21 

wave offering before Num_06_20 

wave offerings Num_18_11 

wave them Lev_14_12 

waved it Lev_08_29 

waved them Lev_08_27 

wavereth is like Jam_01_06 

waves beat into Mar_04_37 

waves roaring Luk_21_25 

waves thereof Jer_51_42 

waves thereof Psa_107_25 

waves thereof are still Psa_107_29 

waves thereof arise Psa_89_09 

waves thereof roar Jer_31_35 

waves thereof toss themselves Jer_05_22 



wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > all <03605 +kol > in the hands <03709 +kaph > of 
Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad > of his sons <01121 +ben > ; and shalt wave 
<05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > all <03605 +kol > in the hands 
<03709 +kaph > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad > of his sons <01121 +ben > ; 
and shalt {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym 
> the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > the breast <02373
+chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > consecration <04394 +millu> > , and 
wave <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy part <04490 +manah > . wave EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take 
<03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > 
consecration <04394 +millu> > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy part <04490 +manah > . wave 
EXO 029 027 And thou shalt sanctify <06942 +qadash > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering , and the shoulder <07785 +showq > of the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641
+t@ruwmah > , which <00834 +>aher > is waved <05130 +nuwph > , and which <00834 +>aher > is heaved 
<07311 +ruwm > up , of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of the consecration <04394 +millu> > , [ even ] of [ that ] 
which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] for Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and of [ that ] which <00834 +>aher > is for his 
sons <01121 +ben > : wave LEV 007 030 His own hands <03027 +yad > shall bring <00935 +bow> > the 
offerings of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > made by fire , the fat <02459 +cheleb > with the breast <02373 
+chazeh > , it shall he bring <00935 +bow> > , that the breast <02373 +chazeh > may be waved <05130 +nuwph 
> [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . 
wave LEV 007 034 For the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and the heave <08641 
+t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > have I taken <03947 +laqach > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel
<03478 +Yisra>el > from off the sacrifices <02077 +zebach > of their peace <08002 +shelem > offerings , and 
have given <05414 +nathan > them unto Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > the priest <03548 +kohen > and unto his 
sons <01121 +ben > by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + from among the children <01121 +ben > of 
Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . wave LEV 008 027 And he put <05414 +nathan > all <03605 +kol > upon Aaron s 
<00175 +>Aharown >hands <03709 +kaph > , and upon his sons <01121 +ben > hands <03709 +kaph > , and 
waved <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 008 029 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > the 
breast <02373 +chazeh > , and waved <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : [ for ] of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of consecration 
<04394 +millu> > it was Moses <04872 +Mosheh > part <04940 +mishpachah > ; as the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . wave LEV 009 021 And the breasts 
<02373 +chazeh > and the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq > Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > 
waved <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > ; as Moses <04872 +Mosheh > commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 010 014 And 
the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 
+showq > shall ye eat <00398 +>akal > in a clean <02889 +tahowr > place <04725 +maqowm > ; thou , and thy 
sons <01121 +ben > , and thy daughters <01121 +ben > with thee : for [ they be ] thy due <02706 +choq > , and 
thy sons <01121 +ben > due <02706 +choq > , [ which ] are given <05414 +nathan > out of the sacrifices <02077 
+zebach > of peace <08002 +shelem > offerings of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . 
wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > and the wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the 
fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a {wave} <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a 
statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah
> . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > and the wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the 
fat <02459 +cheleb > , to {wave} <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a 
statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah
> . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > and the {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the 



fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a 
statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah
> . wave LEV 014 012 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > he 
lamb <03532 +kebes > , and offer <07126 +qarab > him for a trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log 
<03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 012 And 
the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > he lamb <03532 +kebes > , and 
offer <07126 +qarab > him for a trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 
+shemen > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take 
<03947 +laqach > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 
+log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a 
{wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 
014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass 
<00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen
> shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 023 011 And he shall wave <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 +
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to be accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the 
morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} 
<05130 +nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 011 And he shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + before 
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to be accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the morrow 
<04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 
+nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 012 And ye shall offer <06213 + that day <03117 +yowm > when ye {wave} 
<05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + an he lamb <03532 +kebes > without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 
+tamiym > of the first <01121 +ben > year <08141 +shaneh > for a burnt <05930 + offering unto the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 023 015 . And ye shall count <05608 +caphar > unto you from the morrow 
<04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , from the day <03117 +yowm > that ye brought 
<00935 +bow> > the sheaf <06016 + of the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering ; seven <07651 +sheba< > 
sabbaths <07676 +shabbath > shall be complete <08549 +tamiym > : wave LEV 023 017 Ye shall bring <00935 
+bow> > out of your habitations <04186 +mowshab > two<08147 +sh@nayim > {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
loaves <03899 +lechem > of two <08147 +sh@nayim > tenth <06241 + deals : they shall be of fine flour <05560 
+coleth > ; they shall be baken <00644 +>aphah > with leaven <02557 +chametz > ; [ they are ] the firstfruits 
<01061 +bikkuwr > unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 023 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > 
shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them with the bread <03899 +lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , with the two <08147 
+sh@nayim > lambs <03532 +kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 +qodesh > to the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > 
for the priest <03548 +kohen > . wave LEV 023 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 
+nuwph > them with the bread <03899 +lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , with the two <08147 +sh@nayim > lambs <03532 
+kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 +qodesh > to the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > for the priest <03548 +kohen
> . wave NUM 005 025 Then the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > the jealousy <07068 
+qin>ah > offering <04503 +minchah > out of the woman s <00802 +>ishshah > hand <03027 +yad > , and shall 
{wave} <05130 +nuwph > the offering <04503 +minchah > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > , and offer <07126 +qarab > it upon the altar <04196 +mizbeach > : wave NUM 006 020 And the 
priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the 
priest <03548 +kohen > , with the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 
+t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may 
drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall 
wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen >
, with the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder 
<07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah >
wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > 



them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : 
this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after
<00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . 
wave NUM 018 011 And this <02088 +zeh > [ is ] thine ; the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641 
+t@ruwmah > of their gift <04976 +mattan > , with all <03605 +kol > the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
offerings of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > : I have given <05414 +nathan > them unto 
thee , and to thy sons <01121 +ben > and to thy daughters <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > 
for ever <05769 + : every <03605 +kol > one that is clean <02889 +tahowr > in thy house <01004 +bayith > shall 
eat <00398 +>akal > of it . wave NUM 018 018 And the flesh <01320 +basar > of them shall be thine , as the 
{wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and as the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 
+showq > are thine . waved EXO 029 027 And thou shalt sanctify <06942 +qadash > the breast <02373 +chazeh 
> of the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering , and the shoulder <07785 +showq > of the heave <08641 
+t@ruwmah > offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > , which <00834 +>aher > is {waved} <05130 +nuwph > , and 
which <00834 +>aher > is heaved <07311 +ruwm > up , of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of the consecration <04394 
+millu> > , [ even ] of [ that ] which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] for Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and of [ that ] 
which <00834 +>aher > is for his sons <01121 +ben > : waved LEV 007 030 His own hands <03027 +yad > shall 
bring <00935 +bow> > the offerings of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > made by fire , the fat <02459 +cheleb > 
with the breast <02373 +chazeh > , it shall he bring <00935 +bow> > , that the breast <02373 +chazeh > may be 
{waved} <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . waved LEV 008 027 And he put <05414 +nathan > all <03605 +kol > upon Aaron s 
<00175 +>Aharown >hands <03709 +kaph > , and upon his sons <01121 +ben > hands <03709 +kaph > , and 
{waved} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . waved LEV 008 029 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > the 
breast <02373 +chazeh > , and {waved} <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : [ for ] of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of consecration 
<04394 +millu> > it was Moses <04872 +Mosheh > part <04940 +mishpachah > ; as the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . waved LEV 009 021 And the breasts 
<02373 +chazeh > and the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq > Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > 
{waved} <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > ; as Moses <04872 +Mosheh > commanded <06680 +tsavah > . waved LEV 014 021 . And 
if <00518 +>im > he [ be ] poor <01800 +dal > , and cannot <03201 +yakol > get <05381 +nasag > so much ; 
then he shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > lamb <03532 +kebes > [ for ] a trespass <00817 
+>asham > offering to be {waved} <08573 +t@nuwphah > , to make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him , 
and one <00259 +>echad > tenth <06241 + deal of fine flour <05560 +coleth > mingled <01101 +balal > with oil 
<08081 +shemen > for a meat offering <04503 +minchah > , and a log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > ; 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

wave ^ Num_18_18 / wave /^breast and as the right shoulder are thine. 

wave ^ Lev_10_14 / wave /^breast and heave shoulder shall ye eat in a clean place; thou, and thy sons, and 
thy daughters with thee: for [they be] thy due, and thy sons' due, [which] are given out of the sacrifices of 
peace offerings of the children of Israel. 

wave ^ Num_06_20 / wave /^breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. 

wave ^ Lev_07_34 / wave /^breast and the heave shoulder have I taken of the children of Israel from off the
sacrifices of their peace offerings, and have given them unto Aaron the priest and unto his sons by a statute 
for ever from among the children of Israel. 

wave ^ Lev_10_15 / wave /^breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the fat, to wave [it for]
a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by a statute for ever; as the 
LORD hath commanded. 

wave ^ Lev_10_15 / wave /^it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' 
with thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded. 

wave ^ Exo_29_26 / wave /^it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part. 

wave ^ Lev_23_11 / wave /^it. 

wave ^ Lev_23_17 / wave /^loaves of two tenth deals: they shall be of fine flour; they shall be baken with 
leaven; [they are] the firstfruits unto the LORD. 

wave ^ Jam_01_06 / wave /^of the sea driven with the wind and tossed. 

wave ^ Lev_23_20 / wave /^offering before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD 
for the priest. 

wave ^ Exo_29_24 / wave /^offering before the LORD. 

wave ^ Lev_07_30 / wave /^offering before the LORD. 

wave ^ Lev_08_27 / wave /^offering before the LORD. 

wave ^ Lev_14_12 / wave /^offering before the LORD: 

wave ^ Lev_14_24 / wave /^offering before the LORD: 

wave ^ Exo_29_26 / wave /^offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part. 

wave ^ Num_06_20 / wave /^offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for the priest, with the wave breast 
and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. 

wave ^ Lev_08_29 / wave /^offering before the LORD: [for] of the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; 
as the LORD commanded Moses. 

wave ^ Lev_10_15 / wave /^offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by a 
statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded. 



wave ^ Lev_09_21 / wave /^offering before the LORD; as Moses commanded. 

wave ^ Exo_29_27 / wave /^offering, and the shoulder of the heave offering, which is waved, and which is 
heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] which [is] for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his
sons: 

wave ^ Lev_23_15 / wave /^offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete: 

wave ^ Num_18_11 / wave /^offerings of the children of Israel: I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons 
and to thy daughters with thee, by a statute for ever: every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it. 

wave ^ Num_05_25 / wave /^the offering before the LORD, and offer it upon the altar: 

wave ^ Lev_23_12 / wave /^the sheaf an he lamb without blemish of the first year for a burnt offering unto 
the LORD. 

wave ^ Lev_23_11 / wave /^the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after the 
sabbath the priest shall wave it. 

wave ^ Lev_23_20 / wave /^them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a wave offering before the LORD 
with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest. 

wave ^ Exo_29_24 / wave /^them [for] a wave offering before the LORD. 

wave ^ Lev_14_12 / wave /^them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: 

wave ^ Lev_14_24 / wave /^them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: 

wave ^ Num_06_20 / wave /^them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for the priest, with 
the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. 

waved ^ Exo_29_27 / waved /^and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] which
[is] for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his sons: 

waved ^ Lev_07_30 / waved /^for] a wave offering before the LORD. 

waved ^ Lev_09_21 / waved /^for] a wave offering before the LORD; as Moses commanded. 

waved ^ Lev_08_29 / waved /^it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: [for] of the ram of consecration it 
was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded Moses. 

waved ^ Lev_08_27 / waved /^them [for] a wave offering before the LORD. 

waved ^ Lev_14_21 / waved /^to make an atonement for him, and one tenth deal of fine flour mingled with 
oil for a meat offering, and a log of oil; 

wavereth ^ Jam_01_06 / wavereth /^is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed. 

wavering ^ Jam_01_06 / wavering /^For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and
tossed. 

wavering ^ Heb_10_23 / wavering /^for he [is] faithful that promised;] 

waves ^ Act_27_41 / waves /^ 



waves ^ Psa_93_03 / waves /^ 

waves ^ Psa_65_07 / waves /^and the tumult of the people. 

waves ^ Psa_42_07 / waves /^and thy billows are gone over me. 

waves ^ Job_38_11 / waves /^be stayed? 

waves ^ Mar_04_37 / waves /^beat into the ship, so that it was now full. 

waves ^ Mat_08_24 / waves /^but he was asleep. 

waves ^ Jer_51_55 / waves /^do roar like great waters, a noise of their voice is uttered: 

waves ^ Mat_14_24 / waves /^for the wind was contrary. 

waves ^ Zec_10_11 / waves /^in the sea, and all the deeps of the river shall dry up: and the pride of Assyria 
shall be brought down, and the sceptre of Egypt shall depart away. 

waves ^ 2Sa_22_05 / waves /^of death compassed me, the floods of ungodly men made me afraid; 

waves ^ Jde_01_13 / waves /^of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to whom is 
reserved the blackness of darkness for ever. 

waves ^ Job_09_08 / waves /^of the sea. 

waves ^ Psa_93_04 / waves /^of the sea. 

waves ^ Isa_48_18 / waves /^of the sea: 

waves ^ Jon_02_03 / waves /^passed over me. 

waves ^ Isa_51_15 / waves /^roared: The LORD of hosts [is] his name. 

waves ^ Luk_21_25 / waves /^roaring; 

waves ^ Psa_88_07 / waves /^Selah. 

waves ^ Psa_107_29 / waves /^thereof are still. 

waves ^ Psa_89_09 / waves /^thereof arise, thou stillest them. 

waves ^ Jer_31_35 / waves /^thereof roar; The LORD of hosts [is] his name: 

waves ^ Jer_05_22 / waves /^thereof toss themselves, yet can they not prevail; though they roar, yet can 
they not pass over it? 

waves ^ Jer_51_42 / waves /^thereof. 

waves ^ Psa_107_25 / waves /^thereof. 

waves ^ Eze_26_03 / waves /^to come up. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

wave ......... a wave 2830 -kludon-> 

wavereth ......... For he that wavereth 1252 -diakrino-> 

wavering ......... wavering 0186 -aklines-> 

wavering ......... wavering 1252 -diakrino-> 

waves ......... and the waves 2949 -kuma-> 

waves ......... and the waves 4535 -salos-> 

waves ......... of the waves 2949 -kuma-> 

waves ......... waves 2949 -kuma-> 

waves ......... with the waves 2949 -kuma-> 

waves ......... with waves 2949 -kuma-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

wave Exo_29_24 And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and shalt wave 
them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD. 

wave Exo_29_24 And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and shalt 
{wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD. 

wave Exo_29_26 And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it [for] a 
{wave} offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part. 

wave Exo_29_26 And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and {wave} it [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part. 

wave Exo_29_27 And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the {wave} offering, and the shoulder of the heave 
offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] which [is] 
for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his sons: 

wave Jam_01_06 But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a {wave} of the sea 
driven with the wind and tossed. 

wave Lev_07_30 His own hands shall bring the offerings of the LORD made by fire, the fat with the breast, 
it shall he bring, that the breast may be waved [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD. 

wave Lev_07_34 For the {wave} breast and the heave shoulder have I taken of the children of Israel from 
off the sacrifices of their peace offerings, and have given them unto Aaron the priest and unto his sons by a 
statute for ever from among the children of Israel. 

wave Lev_08_27 And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and upon his sons' hands, and waved them [for] a 
{wave} offering before the LORD. 

wave Lev_08_29 And Moses took the breast, and waved it [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: [for] of 
the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded Moses. 

wave Lev_09_21 And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron waved [for] a {wave} offering before the 
LORD; as Moses commanded. 

wave Lev_10_14 And the {wave} breast and heave shoulder shall ye eat in a clean place; thou, and thy sons,
and thy daughters with thee: for [they be] thy due, and thy sons' due, [which] are given out of the sacrifices 
of peace offerings of the children of Israel. 

wave Lev_10_15 The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of
the fat, to wave [it for] a {wave} offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by 
a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded. 

wave Lev_10_15 The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of
the fat, to {wave} [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by 
a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded. 

wave Lev_10_15 The heave shoulder and the {wave} breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire 
of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by
a statute for ever; as the LORD hath commanded. 



wave Lev_14_12 And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and the log of 
oil, and wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: 

wave Lev_14_12 And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and the log of 
oil, and {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: 

wave Lev_14_24 And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of oil, and the priest
shall wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: 

wave Lev_14_24 And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of oil, and the priest
shall {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: 

wave Lev_23_11 And he shall wave the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after
the sabbath the priest shall {wave} it. 

wave Lev_23_11 And he shall {wave} the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow 
after the sabbath the priest shall wave it. 

wave Lev_23_12 And ye shall offer that day when ye {wave} the sheaf an he lamb without blemish of the 
first year for a burnt offering unto the LORD. 

wave Lev_23_15 And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye 
brought the sheaf of the {wave} offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete: 

wave Lev_23_17 Ye shall bring out of your habitations two {wave} loaves of two tenth deals: they shall be of
fine flour; they shall be baken with leaven; [they are] the firstfruits unto the LORD. 

wave Lev_23_20 And the priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a {wave} offering 
before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest. 

wave Lev_23_20 And the priest shall {wave} them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a wave offering 
before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest. 

wave Num_05_25 Then the priest shall take the jealousy offering out of the woman's hand, and shall {wave}
the offering before the LORD, and offer it upon the altar: 

wave Num_06_20 And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for 
the priest, with the {wave} breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. 

wave Num_06_20 And the priest shall wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for
the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. 

wave Num_06_20 And the priest shall {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for
the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. 

wave Num_18_11 And this [is] thine; the heave offering of their gift, with all the {wave} offerings of the 
children of Israel: I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy daughters with thee, by a statute 
for ever: every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it. 

wave Num_18_18 And the flesh of them shall be thine, as the {wave} breast and as the right shoulder are 
thine. 

waved Exo_29_27 And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the wave offering, and the shoulder of the heave 
offering, which is {waved}, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] which 
[is] for Aaron, and of [that] which is for his sons: 



waved Lev_07_30 His own hands shall bring the offerings of the LORD made by fire, the fat with the 
breast, it shall he bring, that the breast may be {waved} [for] a wave offering before the LORD. 

waved Lev_08_27 And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and upon his sons' hands, and {waved} them [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD. 

waved Lev_08_29 And Moses took the breast, and {waved} it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: [for] 
of the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded Moses. 

waved Lev_09_21 And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron {waved} [for] a wave offering before the 
LORD; as Moses commanded. 

waved Lev_14_21 And if he [be] poor, and cannot get so much; then he shall take one lamb [for] a trespass 
offering to be {waved}, to make an atonement for him, and one tenth deal of fine flour mingled with oil for 
a meat offering, and a log of oil; 

wavereth Jam_01_06 But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that {wavereth} is like a wave of the
sea driven with the wind and tossed. 

wavering Heb_10_23 Let us hold fast the profession of [our] faith without {wavering}; (for he [is] faithful 
that promised;) 

wavering Jam_01_06 But let him ask in faith, nothing {wavering}. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the
sea driven with the wind and tossed. 

waves 1Sa_48_18 O that thou hadst hearkened to my commandments! then had thy peace been as a river, 
and thy righteousness as the {waves} of the sea: 

waves 1Sa_51_15 But I [am] the LORD thy God, that divided the sea, whose {waves} roared: The LORD of 
hosts [is] his name. 

waves 2Sa_22_05 When the {waves} of death compassed me, the floods of ungodly men made me afraid; 

waves Act_27_41 And falling into a place where two seas met, they ran the ship aground; and the forepart 
stuck fast, and remained unmoveable, but the hinder part was broken with the violence of the {waves}. 

waves Eze_26_03 Therefore thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I [am] against thee, O Tyrus, and will cause 
many nations to come up against thee, as the sea causeth his {waves} to come up. 

waves Jer_31_35 Thus saith the LORD, which giveth the sun for a light by day, [and] the ordinances of the 
moon and of the stars for a light by night, which divideth the sea when the {waves} thereof roar; The 
LORD of hosts [is] his name: 

waves Jer_51_42 The sea is come up upon Babylon: she is covered with the multitude of the {waves} 
thereof. 

waves Jer_51_55 Because the LORD hath spoiled Babylon, and destroyed out of her the great voice; when 
her {waves} do roar like great waters, a noise of their voice is uttered: 

waves Jer_05_22 Fear ye not me? saith the LORD: will ye not tremble at my presence, which have placed 
the sand [for] the bound of the sea by a perpetual decree, that it cannot pass it: and though the {waves} 
thereof toss themselves, yet can they not prevail; though they roar, yet can they not pass over it? 

waves Job_09_08 Which alone spreadeth out the heavens, and treadeth upon the {waves} of the sea. 



waves Job_38_11 And said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but no further: and here shall thy proud {waves} be 
stayed? 

waves Jon_02_03 For thou hadst cast me into the deep, in the midst of the seas; and the floods compassed 
me about: all thy billows and thy {waves} passed over me. 

waves Jude_01_13 Raging {waves} of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to whom is 
reserved the blackness of darkness for ever. 

waves Luk_21_25 And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth 
distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the {waves} roaring; 

waves Mar_04_37 And there arose a great storm of wind, and the {waves} beat into the ship, so that it was 
now full. 

waves Mat_08_24 And, behold, there arose a great tempest in the sea, insomuch that the ship was covered 
with the {waves}: but he was asleep. 

waves Mat_14_24 But the ship was now in the midst of the sea, tossed with {waves}: for the wind was 
contrary. 

waves Psa_89_09 Thou rulest the raging of the sea: when the {waves} thereof arise, thou stillest them. 

waves Psa_93_03 The floods have lifted up, O LORD, the floods have lifted up their voice; the floods lift up 
their {waves}. 

waves Psa_93_04 The LORD on high [is] mightier than the noise of many waters, [yea, than] the mighty 
{waves} of the sea. 

waves Psa_42_07 Deep calleth unto deep at the noise of thy waterspouts: all thy {waves} and thy billows are
gone over me. 

waves Psa_65_07 Which stilleth the noise of the seas, the noise of their {waves}, and the tumult of the 
people. 

waves Psa_88_07 Thy wrath lieth hard upon me, and thou hast afflicted [me] with all thy {waves}. Selah. 

waves Psa_107_25 For he commandeth, and raiseth the stormy wind, which lifteth up the {waves} thereof. 

waves Psa_107_29 He maketh the storm a calm, so that the {waves} thereof are still. 

waves Zec_10_11 And he shall pass through the sea with affliction, and shall smite the {waves} in the sea, 
and all the deeps of the river shall dry up: and the pride of Assyria shall be brought down, and the sceptre 
of Egypt shall depart away. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

wave ^ Jam_01_06 But <1161> let him ask <0154> (5720) in <1722> faith <4102>, nothing <3367> wavering
<1252> (5734). For <1063> he that wavereth <1252> (5734) is like <1503> (5758) a {wave} <2830> of the sea
<2281> driven with the wind <0416> (5746) and <2532> tossed <4494> (5746). 

wavereth ^ Jam_01_06 But <1161> let him ask <0154> (5720) in <1722> faith <4102>, nothing <3367> 
wavering <1252> (5734). For <1063> he that {wavereth} <1252> (5734) is like <1503> (5758) a wave <2830>
of the sea <2281> driven with the wind <0416> (5746) and <2532> tossed <4494> (5746). 

wavering ^ Heb_10_23 Let us hold fast <2722> (5725) the profession <3671> of our faith <1680> without 
{wavering} <0186>; (for <1063> he is faithful <4103> that promised <1861> (5666);) 

wavering ^ Jam_01_06 But <1161> let him ask <0154> (5720) in <1722> faith <4102>, nothing <3367> 
{wavering} <1252> (5734). For <1063> he that wavereth <1252> (5734) is like <1503> (5758) a wave <2830>
of the sea <2281> driven with the wind <0416> (5746) and <2532> tossed <4494> (5746). 

waves ^ Act_27_41 And <1161> falling <4045> (5631) into <1519> a place <5117> where two seas met 
<1337>, they ran <2027> <0> the ship <3491> aground <2027> (5656); and <2532> the forepart <4408> 
<3303> stuck fast <2043> (5660), and remained <3306> (5656) unmoveable <0761>, but <1161> the hinder 
part <4403> was broken <3089> (5712) with <5259> the violence <0970> of the {waves} <2949>. 

waves ^ Jde_01_13 Raging <0066> {waves} <2949> of the sea <2281>, foaming out <1890> (5723) their own
<1438> shame <0152>; wandering <4107> stars <0792>, to whom <3739> is reserved <5083> (5769) the 
blackness <2217> of darkness <4655> for <1519> ever <0165>. 

waves ^ Luk_21_25 And <2532> there shall be <2071> (5704) signs <4592> in <1722> the sun <2246>, and 
<2532> in the moon <4582>, and <2532> in the stars <0798>; and <2532> upon <1909> the earth <1093> 
distress <4928> of nations <1484>, with <1722> perplexity <0640>; the sea <2281> and <2532> the {waves} 
<4535> roaring <2278> (5723); 

waves ^ Mar_04_37 And <2532> there arose <1096> (5736) a great <3173> storm <2978> of wind <0417>, 
and <1161> the {waves} <2949> beat <1911> (5707) into <1519> the ship <4143>, so that <5620> it <0846> 
was <1072> <0> now <2235> full <1072> (5745). 

waves ^ Mat_08_24 And <2532>, behold <2400> (5628), there arose <1096> (5633) a great <3173> tempest 
<4578> in <1722> the sea <2281>, insomuch that <5620> the ship <4143> was covered <2572> (5745) with 
<5259> the {waves} <2949>: but <1161> he <0846> was asleep <2518> (5707). 

waves ^ Mat_14_24 But <1161> the ship <4143> was <2258> (5713) now <2235> in the midst <3319> of the 
sea <2281>, tossed <0928> (5746) with <5259> {waves} <2949>: for <1063> the wind <0417> was <2258> 
(5713) contrary <1727>. 
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wave Exo_29_24 And thou shalt put (07760 +suwm ) all (03605 +kol ) in the hands (03709 +kaph ) of Aaron 
(00175 +)Aharown ) , and in the hands (03027 +yad ) of his sons (01121 +ben ) ; and shalt wave (05130 
+nuwph ) them [ for ] a {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 
+Y@hovah ) . 

wave Exo_29_24 And thou shalt put (07760 +suwm ) all (03605 +kol ) in the hands (03709 +kaph ) of Aaron 
(00175 +)Aharown ) , and in the hands (03027 +yad ) of his sons (01121 +ben ) ; and shalt {wave} (05130 
+nuwph ) them [ for ] a wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 
+Y@hovah ) . 

wave Exo_29_26 And thou shalt take (03947 +laqach ) the breast (02373 +chazeh ) of the ram (00352 +)ayil 
) of Aaron s (00175 +)Aharown ) consecration (04394 +millu) ) , and wave (05130 +nuwph ) it [ for ] a 
{wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ):and it shall 
be thy part (04490 +manah ) . 

wave Exo_29_26 And thou shalt take (03947 +laqach ) the breast (02373 +chazeh ) of the ram (00352 +)ayil 
) of Aaron s (00175 +)Aharown ) consecration (04394 +millu) ) , and {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) it [ for ] a 
wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ):and it shall 
be thy part (04490 +manah ) . 

wave Exo_29_27 And thou shalt sanctify (06942 +qadash ) the breast (02373 +chazeh ) of the {wave} (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering , and the shoulder (07785 +showq ) of the heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) offering 
(08641 +t@ruwmah ) , which (00834 +)aher ) is waved (05130 +nuwph ) , and which (00834 +)aher ) is 
heaved (07311 +ruwm ) up , of the ram (00352 +)ayil ) of the consecration (04394 +millu) ) , [ even ] of [ that
] which (00834 +)aher ) [ is ] for Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) , and of [ that ] which (00834 +)aher ) is for his 
sons (01121 +ben ) : 
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wave Jam_01_06 But let him ask (0154 -aiteo -) in faith (4102 -pistis -) , nothing (3367 -medeis -) wavering 
(1252 -diakrino -) . For he that wavereth (1252 -diakrino -) is like (1503 -eiko -) a {wave} (2830 -kludon -) of 
the sea (2281 -thalassa -) driven (0416 -anemizo -) with the wind (0416 -anemizo -) and tossed (4494 -rhipizo
-) . 

wave Lev_07_30 His own hands (03027 +yad ) shall bring (00935 +bow) ) the offerings of the LORD (03068 
+Y@hovah ) made by fire , the fat (02459 +cheleb ) with the breast (02373 +chazeh ) , it shall he bring 
(00935 +bow) ) , that the breast (02373 +chazeh ) may be waved (05130 +nuwph ) [ for ] a {wave} (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

wave Lev_07_34 For the {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 +chazeh ) and the heave (08641 
+t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ) have I taken (03947 +laqach ) of the children (01121 +ben ) of 
Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) from off the sacrifices (02077 +zebach ) of their peace (08002 +shelem ) offerings , 
and have given (05414 +nathan ) them unto Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) the priest (03548 +kohen ) and unto 
his sons (01121 +ben ) by a statute (02706 +choq ) for ever (05769 +(owlam ) from among the children 
(01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) . 

wave Lev_08_27 And he put (05414 +nathan ) all (03605 +kol ) upon Aaron s (00175 +)Aharown )hands 
(03709 +kaph ) , and upon his sons (01121 +ben ) hands (03709 +kaph ) , and waved (05130 +nuwph ) them 
[ for ] a {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

wave Lev_08_29 And Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) took (03947 +laqach ) the breast (02373 +chazeh ) , and 
waved (05130 +nuwph ) it [ for ] a {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the 
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) : [ for ] of the ram (00352 +)ayil ) of consecration (04394 +millu) ) it was Moses 
(04872 +Mosheh ) part (04940 +mishpachah ) ; as the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) commanded (06680 
+tsavah ) Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) . 

wave Lev_09_21 And the breasts (02373 +chazeh ) and the right (03225 +yamiyn ) shoulder (07785 +showq 
) Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) waved (05130 +nuwph ) [ for ] a {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before 
(06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) ; as Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) commanded (06680 +tsavah 
) . 

wave Lev_10_14 And the {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 +chazeh ) and heave (08641 
+t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ) shall ye eat (00398 +)akal ) in a clean (02889 +tahowr ) place 
(04725 +maqowm ) ; thou , and thy sons (01121 +ben ) , and thy daughters (01121 +ben ) with thee : for [ 
they be ] thy due (02706 +choq ) , and thy sons (01121 +ben ) due (02706 +choq ) , [ which ] are given (05414
+nathan ) out of the sacrifices (02077 +zebach ) of peace (08002 +shelem ) offerings of the children (01121 
+ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ) . 

wave Lev_10_15 The heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ) and the wave (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 +chazeh ) shall they bring (00935 +bow) ) with the offerings made by fire of 
the fat (02459 +cheleb ) , to wave (05130 +nuwph ) [ it for ] a {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) offering before 
(06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons (01121 +ben ) with 
thee , by a statute (02706 +choq ) for ever (05769 +(owlam ) ; as the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath 
commanded (06680 +tsavah ) . 

wave Lev_10_15 The heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ) and the wave (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 +chazeh ) shall they bring (00935 +bow) ) with the offerings made by fire of 
the fat (02459 +cheleb ) , to {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) [ it for ] a wave (05130 +nuwph ) offering before 
(06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons (01121 +ben ) with 
thee , by a statute (02706 +choq ) for ever (05769 +(owlam ) ; as the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath 
commanded (06680 +tsavah ) . 



wave Lev_10_15 The heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ) and the {wave} (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 +chazeh ) shall they bring (00935 +bow) ) with the offerings made by fire of 
the fat (02459 +cheleb ) , to wave (05130 +nuwph ) [ it for ] a wave (05130 +nuwph ) offering before (06440 
+paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons (01121 +ben ) with thee , by a
statute (02706 +choq ) for ever (05769 +(owlam ) ; as the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath commanded 
(06680 +tsavah ) . 

wave Lev_14_12 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) one (00259 +)echad ) he lamb 
(03532 +kebes ) , and offer (07126 +qarab ) him for a trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and the log 
(03849 +log ) of oil (08081 +shemen ) , and wave (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] a {wave} (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) : 

wave Lev_14_12 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) one (00259 +)echad ) he lamb 
(03532 +kebes ) , and offer (07126 +qarab ) him for a trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and the log 
(03849 +log ) of oil (08081 +shemen ) , and {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] a wave (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) : 

wave Lev_14_24 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) the lamb (03532 +kebes ) of the 
trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and the log (03849 +log ) of oil (08081 +shemen ) , and the priest (03548
+kohen ) shall wave (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] a {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 
+paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) : 

wave Lev_14_24 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) the lamb (03532 +kebes ) of the 
trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering , and the log (03849 +log ) of oil (08081 +shemen ) , and the priest (03548
+kohen ) shall {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] a wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 
+paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) : 

wave Lev_23_11 And he shall wave (05130 +nuwph ) the sheaf (06016 +(omer ) before (06440 +paniym ) the
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , to be accepted (07522 +ratsown ) for you : on the morrow (04283 +mochorath 
) after the sabbath (07676 +shabbath ) the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) it . 

wave Lev_23_11 And he shall {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) the sheaf (06016 +(omer ) before (06440 +paniym ) 
the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , to be accepted (07522 +ratsown ) for you : on the morrow (04283 
+mochorath ) after the sabbath (07676 +shabbath ) the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall wave (05130 +nuwph ) 
it . 

wave Lev_23_12 And ye shall offer (06213 +(asah ) that day (03117 +yowm ) when ye {wave} (05130 
+nuwph ) the sheaf (06016 +(omer ) an he lamb (03532 +kebes ) without (08549 +tamiym ) blemish (08549 
+tamiym ) of the first (01121 +ben ) year (08141 +shaneh ) for a burnt (05930 +(olah ) offering unto the 
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 

wave Lev_23_15 . And ye shall count (05608 +caphar ) unto you from the morrow (04283 +mochorath ) 
after the sabbath (07676 +shabbath ) , from the day (03117 +yowm ) that ye brought (00935 +bow) ) the 
sheaf (06016 +(omer ) of the {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering ; seven (07651 +sheba( ) sabbaths 
(07676 +shabbath ) shall be complete (08549 +tamiym ) : 

wave Lev_23_17 Ye shall bring (00935 +bow) ) out of your habitations (04186 +mowshab ) two(08147 
+sh@nayim ) {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) loaves (03899 +lechem ) of two (08147 +sh@nayim ) tenth 
(06241 +(issarown ) deals : they shall be of fine flour (05560 +coleth ) ; they shall be baken (00644 +)aphah )
with leaven (02557 +chametz ) ; [ they are ] the firstfruits (01061 +bikkuwr ) unto the LORD (03068 
+Y@hovah ) . 

wave Lev_23_20 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall wave (05130 +nuwph ) them with the bread (03899 



+lechem ) of the firstfruits [ for ] a {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the 
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , with the two (08147 +sh@nayim ) lambs (03532 +kebes ) : they shall be holy 
(06944 +qodesh ) to the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) for the priest (03548 +kohen ) . 

wave Lev_23_20 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) them with the bread (03899 
+lechem ) of the firstfruits [ for ] a wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD
(03068 +Y@hovah ) , with the two (08147 +sh@nayim ) lambs (03532 +kebes ) : they shall be holy (06944 
+qodesh ) to the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) for the priest (03548 +kohen ) . 

wave Num_05_25 Then the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall take (03947 +laqach ) the jealousy (07068 +qin)ah ) 
offering (04503 +minchah ) out of the woman s (00802 +)ishshah ) hand (03027 +yad ) , and shall {wave} 
(05130 +nuwph ) the offering (04503 +minchah ) before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , 
and offer (07126 +qarab ) it upon the altar (04196 +mizbeach ) : 

wave Num_06_20 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall wave (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] a wave (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ):this (01931 +huw) ) [ is ] 
holy (06944 +qodesh ) for the priest (03548 +kohen ) , with the {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 
+chazeh ) and heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ):and after (00310 +)achar ) that the 
Nazarite (05139 +naziyr ) may drink (08354 +shathah ) wine (03196 +yayin ) . 

wave Num_06_20 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall wave (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] a {wave} (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ):this (01931 +huw) ) [ is ] 
holy (06944 +qodesh ) for the priest (03548 +kohen ) , with the wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 
+chazeh ) and heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ):and after (00310 +)achar ) that the 
Nazarite (05139 +naziyr ) may drink (08354 +shathah ) wine (03196 +yayin ) . 

wave Num_06_20 And the priest (03548 +kohen ) shall {wave} (05130 +nuwph ) them [ for ] a wave (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ):this (01931 +huw) ) [ is ] 
holy (06944 +qodesh ) for the priest (03548 +kohen ) , with the wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) breast (02373 
+chazeh ) and heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) shoulder (07785 +showq ):and after (00310 +)achar ) that the 
Nazarite (05139 +naziyr ) may drink (08354 +shathah ) wine (03196 +yayin ) . 

wave Num_18_11 And this (02088 +zeh ) [ is ] thine ; the heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) offering (08641 
+t@ruwmah ) of their gift (04976 +mattan ) , with all (03605 +kol ) the {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) 
offerings of the children (01121 +ben ) of Israel (03478 +Yisra)el ):I have given (05414 +nathan ) them unto 
thee , and to thy sons (01121 +ben ) and to thy daughters (01121 +ben ) with thee , by a statute (02706 +choq
) for ever (05769 +(owlam ):every (03605 +kol ) one that is clean (02889 +tahowr ) in thy house (01004 
+bayith ) shall eat (00398 +)akal ) of it . 

wave Num_18_18 And the flesh (01320 +basar ) of them shall be thine , as the {wave} (08573 +t@nuwphah )
breast (02373 +chazeh ) and as the right (03225 +yamiyn ) shoulder (07785 +showq ) are thine . 

waved Exo_29_27 And thou shalt sanctify (06942 +qadash ) the breast (02373 +chazeh ) of the wave (08573 
+t@nuwphah ) offering , and the shoulder (07785 +showq ) of the heave (08641 +t@ruwmah ) offering 
(08641 +t@ruwmah ) , which (00834 +)aher ) is {waved} (05130 +nuwph ) , and which (00834 +)aher ) is 
heaved (07311 +ruwm ) up , of the ram (00352 +)ayil ) of the consecration (04394 +millu) ) , [ even ] of [ that
] which (00834 +)aher ) [ is ] for Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) , and of [ that ] which (00834 +)aher ) is for his 
sons (01121 +ben ) : 

waved Lev_07_30 His own hands (03027 +yad ) shall bring (00935 +bow) ) the offerings of the LORD 
(03068 +Y@hovah ) made by fire , the fat (02459 +cheleb ) with the breast (02373 +chazeh ) , it shall he 
bring (00935 +bow) ) , that the breast (02373 +chazeh ) may be {waved} (05130 +nuwph ) [ for ] a wave 
(08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) . 



waved Lev_08_27 And he put (05414 +nathan ) all (03605 +kol ) upon Aaron s (00175 +)Aharown )hands 
(03709 +kaph ) , and upon his sons (01121 +ben ) hands (03709 +kaph ) , and {waved} (05130 +nuwph ) 
them [ for ] a wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) 
. 

waved Lev_08_29 And Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) took (03947 +laqach ) the breast (02373 +chazeh ) , and 
{waved} (05130 +nuwph ) it [ for ] a wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) offering before (06440 +paniym ) the 
LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) : [ for ] of the ram (00352 +)ayil ) of consecration (04394 +millu) ) it was Moses 
(04872 +Mosheh ) part (04940 +mishpachah ) ; as the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) commanded (06680 
+tsavah ) Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) . 

waved Lev_09_21 And the breasts (02373 +chazeh ) and the right (03225 +yamiyn ) shoulder (07785 
+showq ) Aaron (00175 +)Aharown ) {waved} (05130 +nuwph ) [ for ] a wave (08573 +t@nuwphah ) 
offering before (06440 +paniym ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) ; as Moses (04872 +Mosheh ) commanded 
(06680 +tsavah ) . 

waved Lev_14_21 . And if (00518 +)im ) he [ be ] poor (01800 +dal ) , and cannot (03201 +yakol ) get (05381 
+nasag ) so much ; then he shall take (03947 +laqach ) one (00259 +)echad ) lamb (03532 +kebes ) [ for ] a 
trespass (00817 +)asham ) offering to be {waved} (08573 +t@nuwphah ) , to make an atonement (03722 
+kaphar ) for him , and one (00259 +)echad ) tenth (06241 +(issarown ) deal of fine flour (05560 +coleth ) 
mingled (01101 +balal ) with oil (08081 +shemen ) for a meat offering (04503 +minchah ) , and a log (03849 
+log ) of oil (08081 +shemen ) ; 

wavereth Jam_01_06 But let him ask (0154 -aiteo -) in faith (4102 -pistis -) , nothing (3367 -medeis -) 
wavering (1252 -diakrino -) . For he that {wavereth} (1252 -diakrino -) is like (1503 -eiko -) a wave (2830 -
kludon -) of the sea (2281 -thalassa -) driven (0416 -anemizo -) with the wind (0416 -anemizo -) and tossed 
(4494 -rhipizo -) . 

wavering Heb_10_23 Let us hold (2722 -katecho -) fast (2722 -katecho -) the profession (3671 -homologia -) 
of [ our ] faith (1680 -elpis -) without (0186 -aklines -) {wavering} (0186 -aklines -) ; ( for he [ is ] faithful 
(4103 -pistos -) that promised (1861 -epaggello -) ; ) 

wavering Jam_01_06 But let him ask (0154 -aiteo -) in faith (4102 -pistis -) , nothing (3367 -medeis -) 
{wavering} (1252 -diakrino -) . For he that wavereth (1252 -diakrino -) is like (1503 -eiko -) a wave (2830 -
kludon -) of the sea (2281 -thalassa -) driven (0416 -anemizo -) with the wind (0416 -anemizo -) and tossed 
(4494 -rhipizo -) . 

waves 2Sa_22_05 When (03588 +kiy ) the {waves} (04867 +mishbar ) of death (04194 +maveth ) compassed 
(00661 +)aphaph ) me , the floods (05158 +nachal ) of ungodly (01100 +b@liya(al ) men made (07760 
+suwm ) me afraid (01204 +ba(ath ) ; 

waves Act_27_41 And falling (4045 -peripipto -) into (1519 -eis -) a place (5117 -topos -) where (1337 -
dithalassos -) two (1337 -dithalassos -) seas (1337 -dithalassos -) met , they ran (2027 -epokello -) the ship 
(3491 -naus -) aground (2027 -epokello -) ; and the forepart (4408 -prora -) stuck (2043 -ereido -) fast , and 
remained (3306 -meno -) unmoveable (0761 -asaleutos -) , but the hinder (4403 -prumna -) part (4403 -
prumna -) was broken (3089 -luo -) with the violence (0970 -bia -) of the {waves} (2949 -kuma -) . 

waves Eze_26_03 Therefore (03651 +ken ) thus (03541 +koh ) saith (00559 +)amar ) the Lord (00136 
+)Adonay ) GOD (03069 +Y@hovih ) ; Behold (02005 +hen ) , I [ am ] against (05921 +(al ) thee , O Tyrus 
(06865 +Tsor ) , and will cause many (07227 +rab ) nations (01471 +gowy ) to come (05927 +(alah ) up 
against (05921 +(al ) thee , as the sea (03220 +yam ) causeth his {waves} (01530 +gal ) to come (05927 +(alah
) up . 



waves Isa_48_18 O that thou hadst hearkened (07181 +qashab ) to my commandments (04687 +mitsvah ) ! 
then had thy peace (07965 +shalowm ) been (01961 +hayah ) as a river (05104 +nahar ) , and thy 
righteousness (06666 +ts@daqah ) as the {waves} (01530 +gal ) of the sea (03220 +yam ) : 

waves Isa_51_15 But I [ am ] the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) thy God (00430 +)elohiym ) , that divided 
(07280 +raga( ) the sea (03220 +yam ) , whose {waves} (01530 +gal ) roared (01993 +hamah ):The LORD 
(03068 +Y@hovah ) of hosts (06635 +tsaba) ) [ is ] his name (08034 +shem ) . 

waves Jer_05_22 Fear (03372 +yare) ) ye not me ? saith (05002 +n@)um ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah 
):will ye not tremble (02342 +chuwl ) at my presence (06440 +paniym ) , which (00834 +)aher ) have placed 
(00776 +)erets ) the sand (02344 +chowl ) [ for ] the bound (01366 +g@buwl ) of the sea (03220 +yam ) by a 
perpetual (05769 +(owlam ) decree (02706 +choq ) , that it cannot (03201 +yakol ) pass (05674 +(abar ) 
it:and though the {waves} (01530 +gal ) thereof toss (01607 +ga(ash ) themselves , yet can they not prevail 
(03201 +yakol ) ; though they roar (01993 +hamah ) , yet can (03201 +yakol ) they not pass (05674 +(abar ) 
over (05674 +(abar ) it ? 

waves Jer_31_35 . Thus (03541 +koh ) saith (00559 +)amar ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) , which giveth 
(05414 +nathan ) the sun (08121 +shemesh ) for a light (00216 +)owr ) by day (03119 +yowmam ) , [ and ] 
the ordinances (02708 +chuqqah ) of the moon (03394 +yareach ) and of the stars (03556 +kowkab ) for a 
light (00216 +)owr ) by night (03915 +layil ) , which divideth (07280 +raga( ) the sea (03220 +yam ) when 
the {waves} (01530 +gal ) thereof roar (01993 +hamah ) ; The LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) of hosts (06635 
+tsaba) ) [ is ] his name (08034 +shem ) : 

waves Jer_51_42 The sea (03220 +yam ) is come (05927 +(alah ) up upon Babylon (00894 +Babel ):she is 
covered (03680 +kacah ) with the multitude (00527 +)amown ) of the {waves} (01530 +gal ) thereof . 

waves Jer_51_55 Because (03588 +kiy ) the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) hath spoiled (07703 +shadad ) 
Babylon (00894 +Babel ) , and destroyed (6) out of her the great (01419 +gadowl ) voice (06963 +qowl ) ; 
when her {waves} (01530 +gal ) do roar (01993 +hamah ) like great (07227 +rab ) waters (04325 +mayim ) , 
a noise (07588 +sha)own ) of their voice (06963 +qowl ) is uttered (05414 +nathan ) : 

waves Job_09_08 Which alone (00905 +bad ) spreadeth (05186 +natah ) out the heavens (08064 +shamayim 
) , and treadeth (01869 +darak ) upon the {waves} (01116 +bamah ) of the sea (03220 +yam ) . 

waves Job_38_11 And said (00559 +)amar ) , Hitherto shalt thou come (00935 +bow) ) , but no (03808 +lo) ) 
further (03254 +yacaph ):and here (06311 +poh ) shall thy proud (01347 +ga)own ) {waves} (01530 +gal ) be
stayed (07896 +shiyth ) ? 

waves Jon_02_03 For thou hadst cast (07993 +shalak ) me into the deep (04688 +m@tsowlah ) , in the midst
(03824 +lebab ) of the seas (03220 +yam ) ; and the floods (05104 +nahar ) compassed (05437 +cabab ) me 
about:all (03605 +kol ) thy billows (04867 +mishbar ) and thy {waves} (01530 +gal ) passed (05674 +(abar ) 
over (05674 +(abar ) me . 

waves Jude_01_13 Raging (0066 -agrios -) {waves} (2949 -kuma -) of the sea (2281 -thalassa -) , foaming 
(1890 -epaphrizo -) out their own (1438 -heautou -) shame (0152 -aischune -) ; wandering (4107 -planetes -) 
stars (0792 -aster -) , to whom (3739 -hos -) is reserved (5083 -tereo -) the blackness (2217 -zophos -) of 
darkness (4655 -skotos -) for ever (0165 -aion -) . 

waves Luk_21_25 And there shall be signs 4591 -semaino - in the sun 2246 -helios - , and in the moon 4582 -
selene - , and in the stars 0798 -astron - ; and upon the earth 1093 -ge - distress 4928 -sunoche - of nations 
1484 -ethnos - , with perplexity 0640 -aporia - ; the sea 2281 -thalassa - and the {waves} 4535 -salos - roaring
2278 -echeo - ; 



waves Mar_04_37 And there arose (1096 -ginomai -) a great (3173 -megas -) storm (2978 -lailaps -) of wind 
(0417 -anemos -) , and the {waves} (2949 -kuma -) beat (1911 -epiballo -) into (1519 -eis -) the ship (4143 -
ploion -) , so (5620 -hoste -) that it was now (2235 -ede -) full (1072 -gemizo -) . 

waves Mat_08_24 And , behold (2400 -idou -) , there arose (1096 -ginomai -) a great (3173 -megas -) tempest
(4578 -seismos -) in the sea (2281 -thalassa -) , insomuch (5620 -hoste -) that the ship (4143 -ploion -) was 
covered (2572 -kalupto -) with the {waves} (2949 -kuma -):but he was asleep (2518 -katheudo -) . 

waves Mat_14_24 But the ship (4143 -ploion -) was now (2236 -hedista -) in the midst (3319 -mesos -) of the 
sea (2281 -thalassa -) , tossed (0928 -basanizo -) with {waves} (2949 -kuma -):for the wind (0417 -anemos -) 
was contrary (1727 -enantios -) . 

waves Psa_107_25 For he commandeth (00559 +)amar ) , and raiseth (05975 +(amad ) the stormy(05591 
+ca(ar ) wind (07307 +ruwach ) , which lifteth (07311 +ruwm ) up the {waves} (01530 +gal ) thereof . 

waves Psa_107_29 He maketh the storm (05591 +ca(ar ) a calm (01827 +d@mamah ) , so that the {waves} 
(01530 +gal ) thereof are still (02814 +chashah ) . 

waves Psa_42_07 Deep (08415 +t@howm ) calleth (07121 +qara) ) unto deep (08415 +t@howm ) at the noise
(06963 +qowl ) of thy waterspouts (06794 +tsinnuwr ):all (03605 +kol ) thy {waves} (04867 +mishbar ) and 
thy billows (01530 +gal ) are gone (05674 +(abar ) over (05921 +(al ) me . 

waves Psa_65_07 Which stilleth (07623 +shabach ) the noise (07588 +sha)own ) of the seas (03220 +yam ) , 
the noise (07588 +sha)own ) of their {waves} (01530 +gal ) , and the tumult (01995 +hamown ) of the people 
(03816 +l@om ) . 

waves Psa_88_07 Thy wrath (02534 +chemah ) lieth (05564 +camak ) hard (05564 +camak ) upon me , and 
thou hast afflicted (06031 +(anah ) [ me ] with all (03605 +kol ) thy {waves} (04867 +mishbar ) . Selah 
(05542 +celah ) . 

waves Psa_89_09 Thou rulest (04910 +mashal ) the raging (01348 +ge)uwth ) of the sea (03220 +yam ):when
the {waves} (01530 +gal ) thereof arise (07721 +sow) ) , thou stillest (07623 +shabach ) them . 

waves Psa_93_03 The floods (05104 +nahar ) have lifted (05375 +nasa) ) up , O LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) ,
the floods (05104 +nahar ) have lifted (05375 +nasa) ) up their voice (06963 +qowl ) ; the floods (05104 
+nahar ) lift (05375 +nasa) ) up their {waves} (01796 +dokiy ) . 

waves Psa_93_04 The LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) on high (04791 +marowm ) [ is ] mightier (00117 +)addiyr
) than the noise (06963 +qowl ) of many (07227 +rab ) waters (04325 +mayim ) , [ yea , than ] the mighty 
(00117 +)addiyr ) {waves} (04867 +mishbar ) of the sea (03220 +yam ) . 

waves Zec_10_11 And he shall pass (05674 +(abar ) through the sea (03220 +yam ) with affliction (06869 
+tsarah ) , and shall smite (05221 +nakah ) the {waves} (01530 +gal ) in the sea (03220 +yam ) , and all 
(03605 +kol ) the deeps (04688 +m@tsowlah ) of the river (02975 +y@(or ) shall dry (03001 +yabesh ) 
up:and the pride (01347 +ga)own ) of Assyria (00804 +)Ashshuwr ) shall be brought (03381 +yarad ) down 
(03381 +yarad ) , and the sceptre (07626 +shebet ) of Egypt (04714 +Mitsrayim ) shall depart (05493 +cuwr 
) away . 
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wave , EX , 29:24 , EX , 29:24 , EX , 29:26 , EX , 29:26 , EX , 29:27 wave , JAS , 1:6 wave , LE , 7:30 , LE , 7:34
, LE , 8:27 , LE , 8:29 , LE , 9:21 , LE , 10:14 , LE , 10:15 , LE , 10:15 , LE , 10:15 , LE , 14:12 , LE , 14:12 , LE ,
14:24 , LE , 14:24 , LE , 23: 11 , LE , 23:11 , LE , 23:12 , LE , 23:15 , LE , 23:17 , LE , 23:20 , LE , 23:20 wave , 
NU , 5:25 , NU , 6:20 , NU , 6:20 , NU , 6:20 , NU , 18:11 , NU , 18:18 waved , EX , 29:27 waved , LE , 7:30 , LE
, 8:27 , LE , 8:29 , LE , 9:21 , LE , 14:21 wavereth , JAS , 1:6 wavering , HEB , 10:23 wavering , JAS , 1:6 waves 
, 2SA , 22:5 waves , AC , 27:41 waves , EZE , 26:3 waves , ISA , 48:18 , ISA , 51:15 waves , JER , 5:22 , JER , 
31:35 , JER , 51:42 , JER , 51:55 waves , JOB , 9:8 , JOB , 38:11 waves , JON , 2:3 waves , JU , 1:13 waves , LU ,
21:25 waves , MR , 4:37 waves , MT , 8:24 , MT , 14:24 waves , PS , 42:7 , PS , 65:7 , PS , 88:7 , PS , 89:9 , PS , 
93:3 , PS , 93:4 , PS , 107:25 , PS , 107:29 waves , ZEC , 10:11 wave 4535 # salos {sal'-os}; probably from the 
base of 4525; a vibration, i.e. (specifically) billow: -- {wave}.[ql wave 2949 # kuma {koo'-mah}; from kuo (to 
swell [with young], i. e. bend, curve); a billow (as bursting or toppling): -- {wave}. [ql wave 2830 # kludon 
{kloo'-dohn}; from kluzo (to billow or dash over); a surge of the sea (literally or figuratively): -- raging, 
{wave}.[ql wave Interlinear Index Study wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > all <03605 
+kol > in the hands <03709 +kaph > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad > of his sons
<01121 +ben > ; and shalt wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before 
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > 
all <03605 +kol > in the hands <03709 +kaph > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad >
of his sons <01121 +ben > ; and shalt {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take 
<03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > 
consecration <04394 +millu> > , and wave <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy part <04490 +manah > . wave 
EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of 
Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > consecration <04394 +millu> > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a wave 
<08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy 
part <04490 +manah > . wave EXO 029 027 And thou shalt sanctify <06942 +qadash > the breast <02373 
+chazeh > of the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering , and the shoulder <07785 +showq > of the heave 
<08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > , which <00834 +>aher > is waved <05130 +nuwph > , 
and which <00834 +>aher > is heaved <07311 +ruwm > up , of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of the consecration 
<04394 +millu> > , [ even ] of [ that ] which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] for Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and of [ 
that ] which <00834 +>aher > is for his sons <01121 +ben > : wave LEV 007 030 His own hands <03027 +yad > 
shall bring <00935 +bow> > the offerings of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > made by fire , the fat <02459 
+cheleb > with the breast <02373 +chazeh > , it shall he bring <00935 +bow> > , that the breast <02373 +chazeh 
> may be waved <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 007 034 For the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 
+chazeh > and the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > have I taken <03947 +laqach > of the
children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > from off the sacrifices <02077 +zebach > of their peace 
<08002 +shelem > offerings , and have given <05414 +nathan > them unto Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > the 
priest <03548 +kohen > and unto his sons <01121 +ben > by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + from 
among the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . wave LEV 008 027 And he put <05414 
+nathan > all <03605 +kol > upon Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown >hands <03709 +kaph > , and upon his sons 
<01121 +ben > hands <03709 +kaph > , and waved <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 008 029 And 
Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > , and waved <05130 +nuwph > it
[ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : [ 
for ] of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of consecration <04394 +millu> > it was Moses <04872 +Mosheh > part <04940
+mishpachah > ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . 
wave LEV 009 021 And the breasts <02373 +chazeh > and the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq 
> Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > waved <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; as Moses <04872 +Mosheh > commanded <06680 +tsavah 
> . wave LEV 010 014 And the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 
+t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > shall ye eat <00398 +>akal > in a clean <02889 +tahowr > place 
<04725 +maqowm > ; thou , and thy sons <01121 +ben > , and thy daughters <01121 +ben > with thee : for [ they
be ] thy due <02706 +choq > , and thy sons <01121 +ben > due <02706 +choq > , [ which ] are given <05414 
+nathan > out of the sacrifices <02077 +zebach > of peace <08002 +shelem > offerings of the children <01121 



+ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 
+showq > and the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with 
the offerings made by fire of the fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a {wave} <05130 
+nuwph > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy 
sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > 
shoulder <07785 +showq > and the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring 
<00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the fat <02459 +cheleb > , to {wave} <05130 +nuwph > [ it 
for ] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall 
be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah >
shoulder <07785 +showq > and the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring 
<00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for 
] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be 
thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 014 012 And the priest <03548 +kohen > 
shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > he lamb <03532 +kebes > , and offer <07126 +qarab > him 
for a trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and wave 
<05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 012 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > one 
<00259 +>echad > he lamb <03532 +kebes > , and offer <07126 +qarab > him for a trespass <00817 +>asham > 
offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a 
wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 
014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass 
<00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen
> shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach
> the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil 
<08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 023 011 And he 
shall wave <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to 
be accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 
+shabbath > the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 011 And he shall 
{wave} <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to be 
accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath 
> the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 012 And ye shall offer <06213 +
that day <03117 +yowm > when ye {wave} <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + an he lamb <03532 +kebes > 
without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > of the first <01121 +ben > year <08141 +shaneh > for a 
burnt <05930 + offering unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 023 015 . And ye shall count <05608 
+caphar > unto you from the morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , from the day 
<03117 +yowm > that ye brought <00935 +bow> > the sheaf <06016 + of the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
offering ; seven <07651 +sheba< > sabbaths <07676 +shabbath > shall be complete <08549 +tamiym > : wave 
LEV 023 017 Ye shall bring <00935 +bow> > out of your habitations <04186 +mowshab > two<08147 
+sh@nayim > {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > loaves <03899 +lechem > of two <08147 +sh@nayim > tenth 
<06241 + deals : they shall be of fine flour <05560 +coleth > ; they shall be baken <00644 +>aphah > with leaven
<02557 +chametz > ; [ they are ] the firstfruits <01061 +bikkuwr > unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave 
LEV 023 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them with the bread <03899 
+lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD
<03068 +Y@hovah > , with the two <08147 +sh@nayim > lambs <03532 +kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 
+qodesh > to the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > for the priest <03548 +kohen > . wave LEV 023 020 And the priest
<03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them with the bread <03899 +lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] 
a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , with the 
two <08147 +sh@nayim > lambs <03532 +kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 +qodesh > to the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > for the priest <03548 +kohen > . wave NUM 005 025 Then the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take 
<03947 +laqach > the jealousy <07068 +qin>ah > offering <04503 +minchah > out of the woman s <00802 



+>ishshah > hand <03027 +yad > , and shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > the offering <04503 +minchah > before 
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , and offer <07126 +qarab > it upon the altar <04196 
+mizbeach > : wave NUM 006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a 
wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 
+huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 
+>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 
006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] 
holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 
+chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the 
Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 006 020 And the 
priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > 
for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave 
<08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr
> may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 018 011 And this <02088 +zeh > [ is ] thine 
; the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > of their gift <04976 +mattan > , with all 
<03605 +kol > the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offerings of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 
+Yisra>el > : I have given <05414 +nathan > them unto thee , and to thy sons <01121 +ben > and to thy daughters
<01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + : every <03605 +kol > one that is clean 
<02889 +tahowr > in thy house <01004 +bayith > shall eat <00398 +>akal > of it . wave NUM 018 018 And the 
flesh <01320 +basar > of them shall be thine , as the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > 
and as the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq > are thine . wave JAS 001 006 But let him ask 
<0154 -aiteo -> in faith <4102 - pistis -> , nothing <3367 -medeis -> wavering <1252 -diakrino -> . For he that 
wavereth <1252 -diakrino -> is like <1503 -eiko -> a {wave} <2830 -kludon -> of the sea <2281 -thalassa -> 
driven <0416 -anemizo -> with the wind <0416 -anemizo -> and tossed <4494 -rhipizo -> . priest shall wave it 
priest shall wave them priest shall wave them priest shall wave them with shalt wave them wave breast wave 
breast wave breast wave breast wave breast shall they bring with wave it wave offering wave offering wave 
offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave 
offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave 
offering before wave offerings wave them your habitations two wave loaves * wave , 2830 , - wave , 5130 , 8573 ,
wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > all <03605 +kol > in the hands <03709 +kaph > of 
Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad > of his sons <01121 +ben > ; and shalt wave 
<05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > all <03605 +kol > in the hands 
<03709 +kaph > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad > of his sons <01121 +ben > ; 
and shalt {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym 
> the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > the breast <02373
+chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > consecration <04394 +millu> > , and 
wave <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy part <04490 +manah > . wave EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take 
<03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > 
consecration <04394 +millu> > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy part <04490 +manah > . wave 
EXO 029 027 And thou shalt sanctify <06942 +qadash > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering , and the shoulder <07785 +showq > of the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641
+t@ruwmah > , which <00834 +>aher > is waved <05130 +nuwph > , and which <00834 +>aher > is heaved 
<07311 +ruwm > up , of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of the consecration <04394 +millu> > , [ even ] of [ that ] 
which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] for Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and of [ that ] which <00834 +>aher > is for his 
sons <01121 +ben > : wave LEV 007 030 His own hands <03027 +yad > shall bring <00935 +bow> > the 
offerings of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > made by fire , the fat <02459 +cheleb > with the breast <02373 
+chazeh > , it shall he bring <00935 +bow> > , that the breast <02373 +chazeh > may be waved <05130 +nuwph 
> [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . 
wave LEV 007 034 For the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and the heave <08641 



+t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > have I taken <03947 +laqach > of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel
<03478 +Yisra>el > from off the sacrifices <02077 +zebach > of their peace <08002 +shelem > offerings , and 
have given <05414 +nathan > them unto Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > the priest <03548 +kohen > and unto his 
sons <01121 +ben > by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + from among the children <01121 +ben > of 
Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . wave LEV 008 027 And he put <05414 +nathan > all <03605 +kol > upon Aaron s 
<00175 +>Aharown >hands <03709 +kaph > , and upon his sons <01121 +ben > hands <03709 +kaph > , and 
waved <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 008 029 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > the 
breast <02373 +chazeh > , and waved <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : [ for ] of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of consecration 
<04394 +millu> > it was Moses <04872 +Mosheh > part <04940 +mishpachah > ; as the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . wave LEV 009 021 And the breasts 
<02373 +chazeh > and the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq > Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > 
waved <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > ; as Moses <04872 +Mosheh > commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 010 014 And 
the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 
+showq > shall ye eat <00398 +>akal > in a clean <02889 +tahowr > place <04725 +maqowm > ; thou , and thy 
sons <01121 +ben > , and thy daughters <01121 +ben > with thee : for [ they be ] thy due <02706 +choq > , and 
thy sons <01121 +ben > due <02706 +choq > , [ which ] are given <05414 +nathan > out of the sacrifices <02077 
+zebach > of peace <08002 +shelem > offerings of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . 
wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > and the wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the 
fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a {wave} <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a 
statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah
> . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > and the wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the 
fat <02459 +cheleb > , to {wave} <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a 
statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah
> . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > and the {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the 
fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a 
statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah
> . wave LEV 014 012 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > he 
lamb <03532 +kebes > , and offer <07126 +qarab > him for a trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log 
<03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 012 And 
the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > he lamb <03532 +kebes > , and 
offer <07126 +qarab > him for a trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 
+shemen > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take 
<03947 +laqach > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 
+log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a 
{wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 
014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass 
<00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen
> shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 023 011 And he shall wave <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 +
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to be accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the 
morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} 
<05130 +nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 011 And he shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + before 
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to be accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the morrow 
<04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 



+nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 012 And ye shall offer <06213 + that day <03117 +yowm > when ye {wave} 
<05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + an he lamb <03532 +kebes > without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 
+tamiym > of the first <01121 +ben > year <08141 +shaneh > for a burnt <05930 + offering unto the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 023 015 . And ye shall count <05608 +caphar > unto you from the morrow 
<04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , from the day <03117 +yowm > that ye brought 
<00935 +bow> > the sheaf <06016 + of the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering ; seven <07651 +sheba< > 
sabbaths <07676 +shabbath > shall be complete <08549 +tamiym > : wave LEV 023 017 Ye shall bring <00935 
+bow> > out of your habitations <04186 +mowshab > two<08147 +sh@nayim > {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
loaves <03899 +lechem > of two <08147 +sh@nayim > tenth <06241 + deals : they shall be of fine flour <05560 
+coleth > ; they shall be baken <00644 +>aphah > with leaven <02557 +chametz > ; [ they are ] the firstfruits 
<01061 +bikkuwr > unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 023 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > 
shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them with the bread <03899 +lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , with the two <08147 
+sh@nayim > lambs <03532 +kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 +qodesh > to the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > 
for the priest <03548 +kohen > . wave LEV 023 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 
+nuwph > them with the bread <03899 +lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , with the two <08147 +sh@nayim > lambs <03532 
+kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 +qodesh > to the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > for the priest <03548 +kohen
> . wave NUM 005 025 Then the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > the jealousy <07068 
+qin>ah > offering <04503 +minchah > out of the woman s <00802 +>ishshah > hand <03027 +yad > , and shall 
{wave} <05130 +nuwph > the offering <04503 +minchah > before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > , and offer <07126 +qarab > it upon the altar <04196 +mizbeach > : wave NUM 006 020 And the 
priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the 
priest <03548 +kohen > , with the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 
+t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may 
drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall 
wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the 
LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen >
, with the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder 
<07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah >
wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > 
them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : 
this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after
<00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . 
wave NUM 018 011 And this <02088 +zeh > [ is ] thine ; the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641 
+t@ruwmah > of their gift <04976 +mattan > , with all <03605 +kol > the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
offerings of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > : I have given <05414 +nathan > them unto 
thee , and to thy sons <01121 +ben > and to thy daughters <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > 
for ever <05769 + : every <03605 +kol > one that is clean <02889 +tahowr > in thy house <01004 +bayith > shall 
eat <00398 +>akal > of it . wave NUM 018 018 And the flesh <01320 +basar > of them shall be thine , as the 
{wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and as the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 
+showq > are thine . waved EXO 029 027 And thou shalt sanctify <06942 +qadash > the breast <02373 +chazeh 
> of the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering , and the shoulder <07785 +showq > of the heave <08641 
+t@ruwmah > offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > , which <00834 +>aher > is {waved} <05130 +nuwph > , and 
which <00834 +>aher > is heaved <07311 +ruwm > up , of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of the consecration <04394 
+millu> > , [ even ] of [ that ] which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] for Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and of [ that ] 
which <00834 +>aher > is for his sons <01121 +ben > : waved LEV 007 030 His own hands <03027 +yad > shall 
bring <00935 +bow> > the offerings of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > made by fire , the fat <02459 +cheleb > 
with the breast <02373 +chazeh > , it shall he bring <00935 +bow> > , that the breast <02373 +chazeh > may be 
{waved} <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > . waved LEV 008 027 And he put <05414 +nathan > all <03605 +kol > upon Aaron s 
<00175 +>Aharown >hands <03709 +kaph > , and upon his sons <01121 +ben > hands <03709 +kaph > , and 
{waved} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the 



LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . waved LEV 008 029 And Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > the 
breast <02373 +chazeh > , and {waved} <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : [ for ] of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of consecration 
<04394 +millu> > it was Moses <04872 +Mosheh > part <04940 +mishpachah > ; as the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . waved LEV 009 021 And the breasts 
<02373 +chazeh > and the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq > Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > 
{waved} <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > ; as Moses <04872 +Mosheh > commanded <06680 +tsavah > . waved LEV 014 021 . And 
if <00518 +>im > he [ be ] poor <01800 +dal > , and cannot <03201 +yakol > get <05381 +nasag > so much ; 
then he shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > lamb <03532 +kebes > [ for ] a trespass <00817 
+>asham > offering to be {waved} <08573 +t@nuwphah > , to make an atonement <03722 +kaphar > for him , 
and one <00259 +>echad > tenth <06241 + deal of fine flour <05560 +coleth > mingled <01101 +balal > with oil 
<08081 +shemen > for a meat offering <04503 +minchah > , and a log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > ; 
* wave , 2830 kludon , wave -2830 {wave}, wavereth -1252 contended, contending, differ, difference, discern, 
discerning, doubt, doubting, judge, maketh, making, partial, put, staggered, {wavereth}, wavering, wavering -
0186 {wavering}, without, wavering -1252 contended, contending, differ, difference, discern, discerning, doubt, 
doubting, judge, maketh, making, partial, put, staggered, wavereth, {wavering}, waves -2949 {waves}, wave -
5130 lift , lifted , move , offer , offered , perfumed , send , shake , shaketh , sift , strike , {wave} , waved , wave -
8573 offering , shaking , {wave} , waved , waved -5130 lift , lifted , move , offer , offered , perfumed , send , 
shake , shaketh , sift , strike , wave , {waved} , waved -8573 offering , shaking , wave , {waved} , waves -1116 
affliction , father , heights , high , other , to , {waves} , waves -1530 billows , heap , heaps , spring , {waves} , 
waves -1796 {waves} , waves -4867 billows , {waves} , wave 1116 -- bamah -- height, high place, {wave}. wave 
1530 -- gal -- billow, heap, spring, {wave}. wave 1796 -- dokiy -- {wave}. wave 4867 -- mishbar -- billow, 
{wave}. wave 5130 -- nuwph -- lift up, move, offer, perfume, send, shake, sift, strike,{wave}. wave 8573 -- 
t@nuwphah -- offering, shaking, {wave} (offering). wave 2830 ** kludon ** raging, {wave}. wave 2949 ** kuma
** {wave}. wave 4535 ** salos ** {wave}. waver 1252 ** diakrino ** contend, make (to) differ(-ence), discern, 
doubt, judge, bepartial, stagger, {waver}. wavering 0186 ** aklines ** without {wavering}. wave ......... a wave 
2830 -kludon-> wavereth ......... For he that wavereth 1252 -diakrino-> wavering ......... wavering 0186 -aklines-> 
wavering ......... wavering 1252 -diakrino-> waves ......... and the waves 2949 -kuma-> waves ......... and the waves 
4535 -salos-> waves ......... of the waves 2949 -kuma-> waves ......... waves 2949 -kuma-> waves ......... with the 
waves 2949 -kuma-> waves ......... with waves 2949 -kuma-> wave 1116 ## bamah {bam-maw'}; from an unused 
root (meaning to be high); an elevation: -- height, high place, {wave}. [ql wave 1530 ## gal {gal}; from 1556; 
something rolled, i.e. a heap of stone or dung (plural ruins), by analogy, a spring of water (plural waves): -- 
billow, heap, spring, {wave}. [ql wave 1796 ## dokiy {dok-ee'}; from 1794; a dashing of surf: -- {wave}. [ql 
wave 4867 ## mishbar {mish-bawr'}; from 7665; a breaker (of the sea): -- billow, {wave}.[ql wave 5130 ## 
nuwph {noof}; a primitive root; to quiver (i.e. vibrate up and down, or rock to and fro); used in a great variety of 
applications (including sprinkling, beckoning, rubbing, bastinadoing, sawing, waving, etc.): -- lift up, move, offer, 
perfume, send, shake, sift, strike, {wave}.[ql wave 8573 ## t@nuwphah {ten-oo-faw'}; from 5130; a brandishing 
(in threat); by implication, tumult; specifically, the official undulation of sacrificial offerings: -- offering, shaking, 
{wave} (offering).[ql wave 2830 # kludon {kloo'-dohn}; from kluzo (to billow or dash over); a surge of the sea 
(literally or figuratively): -- raging, {wave}.[ql wave 2949 # kuma {koo'-mah}; from kuo (to swell [with young], i.
e. bend, curve); a billow (as bursting or toppling): -- {wave}. [ql wave 4535 # salos {sal'-os}; probably from the 
base of 4525; a vibration, i.e. (specifically) billow: -- {wave}.[ql waver 1252 # diakrino {dee-ak-ree'-no}; from 
1223 and 2919; to separate thoroughly, i.e. (literally and reflexively) to withdraw from, or (by implication) 
oppose; figuratively, to discriminate (by implication, decide), or (reflexively) hesitate: -- contend, make (to) 
differ(-ence), discern, doubt, judge, be partial, stagger, {waver}.[ql wavering 0186 # aklines {ak-lee-nace'}; from 
1 (as a negative particle) and 2827; not leaning, i.e. (figuratively) firm: -- without {wavering}.[ql wave 018 018 
Num /^{wave /breast and as the right shoulder are thine. wave 006 020 Num /^{wave /breast and heave shoulder : 
and after that the Nazarite may drink wine . wave 010 014 Lev /^{wave /breast and heave shoulder shall ye eat in 
a clean place ; thou, and thy sons , and thy daughters with thee: for they be thy due , and thy sons due , which are 
given out of the sacrifices of peace offerings of the children of Israel . wave 007 034 Lev /^{wave /breast and the 
heave shoulder have I taken of the children of Israel from off the sacrifices of their peace offerings , and have 
given them unto Aaron the priest and unto his sons by a statute for ever from among the children of Israel . wave 
010 015 Lev /^{wave /breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the fat , to wave it for a wave 
offering before the LORD ; and it shall be thine, and thy sons with thee, by a statute for ever ; as the LORD hath 



commanded . wave 029 026 Exo /^{wave /it for a wave offering before the LORD : and it shall be thy part . wave 
010 015 Lev /^{wave /it for a wave offering before the LORD ; and it shall be thine, and thy sons with thee, by a 
statute for ever ; as the LORD hath commanded . wave 023 011 Lev /^{wave /it. wave 023 017 Lev /^{wave 
/loaves of two tenth deals : they shall be of fine flour ; they shall be baken with leaven ; they are the firstfruits unto
the LORD . wave 001 006 Jam /${wave /of the sea driven with the wind and tossed . wave 029 027 Exo /^{wave 
/offering , and the shoulder of the heave offering , which is waved , and which is heaved up , of the ram of the 
consecration , even of that which is for Aaron , and of that which is for his sons : wave 023 015 Lev /^{wave 
/offering ; seven sabbaths shall be complete : wave 023 020 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD , with the 
two lambs : they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest . wave 029 024 Exo /^{wave /offering before the LORD 
. wave 007 030 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD . wave 008 027 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD .
wave 014 024 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD : wave 014 012 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD : 
wave 029 026 Exo /^{wave /offering before the LORD : and it shall be thy part . wave 008 029 Lev /^{wave 
/offering before the LORD : for of the ram of consecration it was Moses part ; as the LORD commanded Moses . 
wave 006 020 Num /^{wave /offering before the LORD : this is holy for the priest , with the wave breast and 
heave shoulder : and after that the Nazarite may drink wine . wave 010 015 Lev /^{wave /offering before the 
LORD ; and it shall be thine, and thy sons with thee, by a statute for ever ; as the LORD hath commanded . wave 
009 021 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD ; as Moses commanded . wave 018 011 Num /^{wave /offerings 
of the children of Israel : I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy daughters with thee, by a statute 
for ever : every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it. wave 005 025 Num /^{wave /the offering before the 
LORD , and offer it upon the altar : wave 023 012 Lev /^{wave /the sheaf an he lamb without blemish of the first 
year for a burnt offering unto the LORD . wave 023 011 Lev /^{wave /the sheaf before the LORD , to be accepted 
for you: on the morrow after the sabbath the priest shall wave it. wave 029 024 Exo /^{wave /them for a wave 
offering before the LORD . wave 014 012 Lev /^{wave /them for a wave offering before the LORD : wave 014 
024 Lev /^{wave /them for a wave offering before the LORD : wave 006 020 Num /^{wave /them for a wave 
offering before the LORD : this is holy for the priest , with the wave breast and heave shoulder : and after that the 
Nazarite may drink wine . wave 023 020 Lev /^{wave /them with the bread of the firstfruits for a wave offering 
before the LORD , with the two lambs : they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest . waved 029 027 Exo 
/^{waved /and which is heaved up , of the ram of the consecration , even of that which is for Aaron , and of that 
which is for his sons : waved 007 030 Lev /^{waved /for a wave offering before the LORD . waved 009 021 Lev 
/^{waved /for a wave offering before the LORD ; as Moses commanded . waved 008 029 Lev /^{waved /it for a 
wave offering before the LORD : for of the ram of consecration it was Moses part ; as the LORD commanded 
Moses . waved 008 027 Lev /^{waved /them for a wave offering before the LORD . waved 014 021 Lev /^{waved
/to make an atonement for him, and one tenth deal of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering , and a log of 
oil ; wavereth 001 006 Jam /${wavereth /is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed . wavering 001 
006 Jam /${wavering /For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed . waves 065 
007 Psa /^{waves /and the tumult of the people . waves 042 007 Psa /^{waves /and thy billows are gone over me. 
waves 038 011 Job /^{waves /be stayed ? waves 004 037 Mar /${waves /beat into the ship , so that it was now full
. waves 008 024 Mat /${waves /but he was asleep . waves 051 055 Jer /^{waves /do roar like great waters , a noise
of their voice is uttered : waves 014 024 Mat /${waves /for the wind was contrary . waves 010 011 Zec /^{waves 
/in the sea , and all the deeps of the river shall dry up : and the pride of Assyria shall be brought down , and the 
sceptre of Egypt shall depart away . waves 022 005 IISa /^{waves /of death compassed me, the floods of ungodly 
men made me afraid ; waves 001 013 Jud /${waves /of the sea , foaming out their own shame ; wandering stars , 
to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever . waves 009 008 Job /^{waves /of the sea . waves 093 004 
Psa /^{waves /of the sea . waves 048 018 Isa /^{waves /of the sea : waves 002 003 Jon /^{waves /passed over me. 
waves 051 015 Isa /^{waves /roared : The LORD of hosts is his name . waves 021 025 Luk /${waves /roaring ; 
waves 088 007 Psa /^{waves /Selah . waves 107 029 Psa /^{waves /thereof are still . waves 089 009 Psa /^{waves 
/thereof arise , thou stillest them. waves 031 035 Jer /^{waves /thereof roar ; The LORD of hosts is his name : 
waves 005 022 Jer /^{waves /thereof toss themselves, yet can they not prevail ; though they roar , yet can they not 
pass over it? waves 051 042 Jer /^{waves /thereof. waves 107 025 Psa /^{waves /thereof. waves 026 003 Eze 
/^{waves /to come up . wave And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and shalt 
{wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD. wave And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in 
the hands of his sons; and shalt wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD. wave And thou shalt take 
the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and {wave} it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: and it shall 
be thy part. wave And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it [for] a {wave} 
offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part. wave And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the {wave} offering,



and the shoulder of the heave offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, 
[even] of [that] which [is] for Aaron, and of [that] which is for h is sons: wave His own hands shall bring the 
offerings of the LORD made by fire, the fat with the breast, it shall he bring, that the breast may be waved [for] a 
{wave} offering before the LORD. wave For the {wave} breast and the heave shoulder have I taken of the 
children of Israel from off the sacrifices of their peace offerings, and have given them unto Aaron the priest and 
unto his sons by a statute for ever from among the children of Israel. wave And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and
upon his sons' hands, and waved them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD. wave And Moses took the breast,
and waved it [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: [for] of the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the 
LORD commanded Moses. wave And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron waved [for] a {wave} offering 
before the LORD; as Moses commanded. wave And the {wave} breast and heave shoulder shall ye eat in a clean 
place; thou, and thy sons, and thy daughters with thee: for [they be] thy due, and thy sons' due, [which] are given 
out of the sacrifices of peace offerings of the children of Israel. wave The heave shoulder and the {wave} breast 
shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it
shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hat h commanded. wave The heave 
shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the fat, to wave [it for] a {wave} 
offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hat h 
commanded. wave The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the 
fat, to {wave} [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by a statute 
for ever; as the LORD hat h commanded. wave And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass 
offering, and the log of oil, and wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: wave And the priest shall 
take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and the log of oil, and {wave} them [for] a wave offering 
before the LORD: wave And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of oil, and the 
priest shall wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: wave And the priest shall take the lamb of the 
trespass offering, and the log of oil, and the priest shall {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: 
wave And he shall {wave} the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after the sabbath 
the priest shall wave it. wave And he shall wave the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the 
morrow after the sabbath the priest shall {wave} it. wave And ye shall offer that day when ye {wave} the sheaf an
he lamb without blemish of the first year for a burnt offering unto the LORD. wave And ye shall count unto you 
from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye brought the sheaf of the {wave} offering; seven sabbaths 
shall be complete: wave Ye shall bring out of your habitations two {wave} loaves of two tenth deals: they shall be 
of fine flour; they shall be baken with leaven; [they are] the firstfruits unto the LORD. wave And the priest shall 
{wave} them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a wave offering before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall
be holy to the LORD for the priest. wave And the priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a 
{wave} offering before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest. wave Then 
the priest shall take the jealousy offering out of the woman's hand, and shall {wave} the offering before the 
LORD, and offer it upon the altar: wave And the priest shall {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD:
this [is] holy for the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. 
wave And the priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for the priest, with the 
{wave} breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. wave And the priest shall wave 
them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for the priest, with the wave breast and heave 
shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. wave And this [is] thine; the heave offering of their gift, with
all the {wave} offerings of the children of Israel: I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy daughters
with thee, by a statute for ever: every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it. wave And the flesh of them shall
be thine, as the {wave} breast and as the right shoulder are thine. wave But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. 
For he that wavereth is like a {wave} of the sea driven with the wind and tossed. 



wave , EX , 29:24 , EX , 29:24 , EX , 29:26 , EX , 29:26 , EX , 29:27 wave , JAS , 1:6 wave , LE , 7:30 , LE , 7:34
, LE , 8:27 , LE , 8:29 , LE , 9:21 , LE , 10:14 , LE , 10:15 , LE , 10:15 , LE , 10:15 , LE , 14:12 , LE , 14:12 , LE ,
14:24 , LE , 14:24 , LE , 23: 11 , LE , 23:11 , LE , 23:12 , LE , 23:15 , LE , 23:17 , LE , 23:20 , LE , 23:20 wave , 
NU , 5:25 , NU , 6:20 , NU , 6:20 , NU , 6:20 , NU , 18:11 , NU , 18:18 waved , EX , 29:27 waved , LE , 7:30 , LE
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, 2SA , 22:5 waves , AC , 27:41 waves , EZE , 26:3 waves , ISA , 48:18 , ISA , 51:15 waves , JER , 5:22 , JER , 
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21:25 waves , MR , 4:37 waves , MT , 8:24 , MT , 14:24 waves , PS , 42:7 , PS , 65:7 , PS , 88:7 , PS , 89:9 , PS , 
93:3 , PS , 93:4 , PS , 107:25 , PS , 107:29 waves , ZEC , 10:11



wave 4535 # salos {sal'-os}; probably from the base of 4525; a vibration, i.e. (specifically) billow: -- {wave}.[ql 
wave 2949 # kuma {koo'-mah}; from kuo (to swell [with young], i. e. bend, curve); a billow (as bursting or 
toppling): -- {wave}. [ql wave 2830 # kludon {kloo'-dohn}; from kluzo (to billow or dash over); a surge of the sea
(literally or figuratively): -- raging, {wave}.[ql



* wave , 2830 kludon ,



wave -2830 {wave}, wavereth -1252 contended, contending, differ, difference, discern, discerning, doubt, 
doubting, judge, maketh, making, partial, put, staggered, {wavereth}, wavering, wavering -0186 {wavering}, 
without, wavering -1252 contended, contending, differ, difference, discern, discerning, doubt, doubting, judge, 
maketh, making, partial, put, staggered, wavereth, {wavering}, waves -2949 {waves},



wave -5130 lift , lifted , move , offer , offered , perfumed , send , shake , shaketh , sift , strike , {wave} , waved , 
wave -8573 offering , shaking , {wave} , waved , waved -5130 lift , lifted , move , offer , offered , perfumed , send
, shake , shaketh , sift , strike , wave , {waved} , waved -8573 offering , shaking , wave , {waved} , waves -1116 
affliction , father , heights , high , other , to , {waves} , waves -1530 billows , heap , heaps , spring , {waves} , 
waves -1796 {waves} , waves -4867 billows , {waves} ,



wave 1116 -- bamah -- height, high place, {wave}. wave 1530 -- gal -- billow, heap, spring, {wave}. wave 1796 --
dokiy -- {wave}. wave 4867 -- mishbar -- billow, {wave}. wave 5130 -- nuwph -- lift up, move, offer, perfume, 
send, shake, sift, strike,{wave}. wave 8573 -- t@nuwphah -- offering, shaking, {wave} (offering). wave 2830 ** 
kludon ** raging, {wave}. wave 2949 ** kuma ** {wave}. wave 4535 ** salos ** {wave}. waver 1252 ** 
diakrino ** contend, make (to) differ(-ence), discern, doubt, judge, bepartial, stagger, {waver}. wavering 0186 ** 
aklines ** without {wavering}.





wave ......... a wave 2830 -kludon-> wavereth ......... For he that wavereth 1252 -diakrino-> wavering ......... 
wavering 0186 -aklines-> wavering ......... wavering 1252 -diakrino-> waves ......... and the waves 2949 -kuma-> 
waves ......... and the waves 4535 -salos-> waves ......... of the waves 2949 -kuma-> waves ......... waves 2949 -
kuma-> waves ......... with the waves 2949 -kuma-> waves ......... with waves 2949 -kuma->



wave 1116 ## bamah {bam-maw'}; from an unused root (meaning to be high); an elevation: -- height, high place, 
{wave}. [ql wave 1530 ## gal {gal}; from 1556; something rolled, i.e. a heap of stone or dung (plural ruins), by 
analogy, a spring of water (plural waves): -- billow, heap, spring, {wave}. [ql wave 1796 ## dokiy {dok-ee'}; 
from 1794; a dashing of surf: -- {wave}. [ql wave 4867 ## mishbar {mish-bawr'}; from 7665; a breaker (of the 
sea): -- billow, {wave}.[ql wave 5130 ## nuwph {noof}; a primitive root; to quiver (i.e. vibrate up and down, or 
rock to and fro); used in a great variety of applications (including sprinkling, beckoning, rubbing, bastinadoing, 
sawing, waving, etc.): -- lift up, move, offer, perfume, send, shake, sift, strike, {wave}.[ql wave 8573 ## 
t@nuwphah {ten-oo-faw'}; from 5130; a brandishing (in threat); by implication, tumult; specifically, the official 
undulation of sacrificial offerings: -- offering, shaking, {wave} (offering).[ql wave 2830 # kludon {kloo'-dohn}; 
from kluzo (to billow or dash over); a surge of the sea (literally or figuratively): -- raging, {wave}.[ql wave 2949 #
kuma {koo'-mah}; from kuo (to swell [with young], i. e. bend, curve); a billow (as bursting or toppling): -- 
{wave}. [ql wave 4535 # salos {sal'-os}; probably from the base of 4525; a vibration, i.e. (specifically) billow: -- 
{wave}.[ql waver 1252 # diakrino {dee-ak-ree'-no}; from 1223 and 2919; to separate thoroughly, i.e. (literally and
reflexively) to withdraw from, or (by implication) oppose; figuratively, to discriminate (by implication, decide), or
(reflexively) hesitate: -- contend, make (to) differ(-ence), discern, doubt, judge, be partial, stagger, {waver}.[ql 
wavering 0186 # aklines {ak-lee-nace'}; from 1 (as a negative particle) and 2827; not leaning, i.e. (figuratively) 
firm: -- without {wavering}.[ql
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wave Interlinear Index Study wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > all <03605 +kol > in the 
hands <03709 +kaph > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad > of his sons <01121 
+ben > ; and shalt wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 
+paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 024 And thou shalt put <07760 +suwm > all 
<03605 +kol > in the hands <03709 +kaph > of Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and in the hands <03027 +yad > of
his sons <01121 +ben > ; and shalt {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take 
<03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > 
consecration <04394 +millu> > , and wave <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy part <04490 +manah > . wave 
EXO 029 026 And thou shalt take <03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of 
Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown > consecration <04394 +millu> > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > it [ for ] a wave 
<08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : and it shall be thy 
part <04490 +manah > . wave EXO 029 027 And thou shalt sanctify <06942 +qadash > the breast <02373 
+chazeh > of the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering , and the shoulder <07785 +showq > of the heave 
<08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > , which <00834 +>aher > is waved <05130 +nuwph > , 
and which <00834 +>aher > is heaved <07311 +ruwm > up , of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of the consecration 
<04394 +millu> > , [ even ] of [ that ] which <00834 +>aher > [ is ] for Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > , and of [ 
that ] which <00834 +>aher > is for his sons <01121 +ben > : wave LEV 007 030 His own hands <03027 +yad > 
shall bring <00935 +bow> > the offerings of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > made by fire , the fat <02459 
+cheleb > with the breast <02373 +chazeh > , it shall he bring <00935 +bow> > , that the breast <02373 +chazeh 
> may be waved <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 007 034 For the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 
+chazeh > and the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > have I taken <03947 +laqach > of the
children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > from off the sacrifices <02077 +zebach > of their peace 
<08002 +shelem > offerings , and have given <05414 +nathan > them unto Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > the 
priest <03548 +kohen > and unto his sons <01121 +ben > by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + from 
among the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . wave LEV 008 027 And he put <05414 
+nathan > all <03605 +kol > upon Aaron s <00175 +>Aharown >hands <03709 +kaph > , and upon his sons 
<01121 +ben > hands <03709 +kaph > , and waved <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 008 029 And 
Moses <04872 +Mosheh > took <03947 +laqach > the breast <02373 +chazeh > , and waved <05130 +nuwph > it
[ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : [ 
for ] of the ram <00352 +>ayil > of consecration <04394 +millu> > it was Moses <04872 +Mosheh > part <04940
+mishpachah > ; as the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > commanded <06680 +tsavah > Moses <04872 +Mosheh > . 
wave LEV 009 021 And the breasts <02373 +chazeh > and the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq 
> Aaron <00175 +>Aharown > waved <05130 +nuwph > [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; as Moses <04872 +Mosheh > commanded <06680 +tsavah 
> . wave LEV 010 014 And the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 
+t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > shall ye eat <00398 +>akal > in a clean <02889 +tahowr > place 
<04725 +maqowm > ; thou , and thy sons <01121 +ben > , and thy daughters <01121 +ben > with thee : for [ they
be ] thy due <02706 +choq > , and thy sons <01121 +ben > due <02706 +choq > , [ which ] are given <05414 
+nathan > out of the sacrifices <02077 +zebach > of peace <08002 +shelem > offerings of the children <01121 
+ben > of Israel <03478 +Yisra>el > . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 
+showq > and the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring <00935 +bow> > with 
the offerings made by fire of the fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for ] a {wave} <05130 
+nuwph > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be thine , and thy 
sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > 
shoulder <07785 +showq > and the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring 
<00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the fat <02459 +cheleb > , to {wave} <05130 +nuwph > [ it 
for ] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall 
be thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 010 015 The heave <08641 +t@ruwmah >
shoulder <07785 +showq > and the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > shall they bring 



<00935 +bow> > with the offerings made by fire of the fat <02459 +cheleb > , to wave <05130 +nuwph > [ it for 
] a wave <05130 +nuwph > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > ; and it shall be 
thine , and thy sons <01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + ; as the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > hath commanded <06680 +tsavah > . wave LEV 014 012 And the priest <03548 +kohen > 
shall take <03947 +laqach > one <00259 +>echad > he lamb <03532 +kebes > , and offer <07126 +qarab > him 
for a trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and wave 
<05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD 
<03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 012 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > one 
<00259 +>echad > he lamb <03532 +kebes > , and offer <07126 +qarab > him for a trespass <00817 +>asham > 
offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a 
wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 
014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach > the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass 
<00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil <08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen
> shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > 
the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 014 024 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take <03947 +laqach
> the lamb <03532 +kebes > of the trespass <00817 +>asham > offering , and the log <03849 +log > of oil 
<08081 +shemen > , and the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : wave LEV 023 011 And he 
shall wave <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to 
be accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 
+shabbath > the priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 011 And he shall 
{wave} <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , to be 
accepted <07522 +ratsown > for you : on the morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath 
> the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > it . wave LEV 023 012 And ye shall offer <06213 +
that day <03117 +yowm > when ye {wave} <05130 +nuwph > the sheaf <06016 + an he lamb <03532 +kebes > 
without <08549 +tamiym > blemish <08549 +tamiym > of the first <01121 +ben > year <08141 +shaneh > for a 
burnt <05930 + offering unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave LEV 023 015 . And ye shall count <05608 
+caphar > unto you from the morrow <04283 +mochorath > after the sabbath <07676 +shabbath > , from the day 
<03117 +yowm > that ye brought <00935 +bow> > the sheaf <06016 + of the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
offering ; seven <07651 +sheba< > sabbaths <07676 +shabbath > shall be complete <08549 +tamiym > : wave 
LEV 023 017 Ye shall bring <00935 +bow> > out of your habitations <04186 +mowshab > two<08147 
+sh@nayim > {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > loaves <03899 +lechem > of two <08147 +sh@nayim > tenth 
<06241 + deals : they shall be of fine flour <05560 +coleth > ; they shall be baken <00644 +>aphah > with leaven
<02557 +chametz > ; [ they are ] the firstfruits <01061 +bikkuwr > unto the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > . wave 
LEV 023 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them with the bread <03899 
+lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] a {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD
<03068 +Y@hovah > , with the two <08147 +sh@nayim > lambs <03532 +kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 
+qodesh > to the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > for the priest <03548 +kohen > . wave LEV 023 020 And the priest
<03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them with the bread <03899 +lechem > of the firstfruits [ for ] 
a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , with the 
two <08147 +sh@nayim > lambs <03532 +kebes > : they shall be holy <06944 +qodesh > to the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > for the priest <03548 +kohen > . wave NUM 005 025 Then the priest <03548 +kohen > shall take 
<03947 +laqach > the jealousy <07068 +qin>ah > offering <04503 +minchah > out of the woman s <00802 
+>ishshah > hand <03027 +yad > , and shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > the offering <04503 +minchah > before 
<06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > , and offer <07126 +qarab > it upon the altar <04196 
+mizbeach > : wave NUM 006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a 
wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 
+huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > 
breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 
+>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 
006 020 And the priest <03548 +kohen > shall wave <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a {wave} <08573 
+t@nuwphah > offering before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] 
holy <06944 +qodesh > for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 
+chazeh > and heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the 
Nazarite <05139 +naziyr > may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 006 020 And the 



priest <03548 +kohen > shall {wave} <05130 +nuwph > them [ for ] a wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > offering 
before <06440 +paniym > the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > : this <01931 +huw> > [ is ] holy <06944 +qodesh > 
for the priest <03548 +kohen > , with the wave <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > and heave 
<08641 +t@ruwmah > shoulder <07785 +showq > : and after <00310 +>achar > that the Nazarite <05139 +naziyr
> may drink <08354 +shathah > wine <03196 +yayin > . wave NUM 018 011 And this <02088 +zeh > [ is ] thine 
; the heave <08641 +t@ruwmah > offering <08641 +t@ruwmah > of their gift <04976 +mattan > , with all 
<03605 +kol > the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > offerings of the children <01121 +ben > of Israel <03478 
+Yisra>el > : I have given <05414 +nathan > them unto thee , and to thy sons <01121 +ben > and to thy daughters
<01121 +ben > with thee , by a statute <02706 +choq > for ever <05769 + : every <03605 +kol > one that is clean 
<02889 +tahowr > in thy house <01004 +bayith > shall eat <00398 +>akal > of it . wave NUM 018 018 And the 
flesh <01320 +basar > of them shall be thine , as the {wave} <08573 +t@nuwphah > breast <02373 +chazeh > 
and as the right <03225 +yamiyn > shoulder <07785 +showq > are thine . wave JAS 001 006 But let him ask 
<0154 -aiteo -> in faith <4102 - pistis -> , nothing <3367 -medeis -> wavering <1252 -diakrino -> . For he that 
wavereth <1252 -diakrino -> is like <1503 -eiko -> a {wave} <2830 -kludon -> of the sea <2281 -thalassa -> 
driven <0416 -anemizo -> with the wind <0416 -anemizo -> and tossed <4494 -rhipizo -> .



priest shall wave it priest shall wave them priest shall wave them priest shall wave them with shalt wave them 
wave breast wave breast wave breast wave breast wave breast shall they bring with wave it wave offering wave 
offering wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering 
before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before wave offering before 
wave offering before wave offerings wave them your habitations two wave loaves 



wave 018 018 Num /^{wave /breast and as the right shoulder are thine. wave 006 020 Num /^{wave /breast and heave shoulder : and after that the Nazarite may drink wine . wave 010 014 Lev /^{wave /breast and heave shoulder shall 
ye eat in a clean place ; thou, and thy sons , and thy daughters with thee: for they be thy due , and thy sons due , which are given out of the sacrifices of peace offerings of the children of Israel . wave 007 034 Lev /^{wave /breast and 
the heave shoulder have I taken of the children of Israel from off the sacrifices of their peace offerings , and have given them unto Aaron the priest and unto his sons by a statute for ever from among the children of Israel . wave 010 015
Lev /^{wave /breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the fat , to wave it for a wave offering before the LORD ; and it shall be thine, and thy sons with thee, by a statute for ever ; as the LORD hath commanded . wave 
029 026 Exo /^{wave /it for a wave offering before the LORD : and it shall be thy part . wave 010 015 Lev /^{wave /it for a wave offering before the LORD ; and it shall be thine, and thy sons with thee, by a statute for ever ; as the 
LORD hath commanded . wave 023 011 Lev /^{wave /it. wave 023 017 Lev /^{wave /loaves of two tenth deals : they shall be of fine flour ; they shall be baken with leaven ; they are the firstfruits unto the LORD . wave 001 006 Jam 
/${wave /of the sea driven with the wind and tossed . wave 029 027 Exo /^{wave /offering , and the shoulder of the heave offering , which is waved , and which is heaved up , of the ram of the consecration , even of that which is for 
Aaron , and of that which is for his sons : wave 023 015 Lev /^{wave /offering ; seven sabbaths shall be complete : wave 023 020 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD , with the two lambs : they shall be holy to the LORD for the 
priest . wave 029 024 Exo /^{wave /offering before the LORD . wave 007 030 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD . wave 008 027 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD . wave 014 024 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD : 
wave 014 012 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD : wave 029 026 Exo /^{wave /offering before the LORD : and it shall be thy part . wave 008 029 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD : for of the ram of consecration it was 
Moses part ; as the LORD commanded Moses . wave 006 020 Num /^{wave /offering before the LORD : this is holy for the priest , with the wave breast and heave shoulder : and after that the Nazarite may drink wine . wave 010 015 
Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD ; and it shall be thine, and thy sons with thee, by a statute for ever ; as the LORD hath commanded . wave 009 021 Lev /^{wave /offering before the LORD ; as Moses commanded . wave 018 
011 Num /^{wave /offerings of the children of Israel : I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy daughters with thee, by a statute for ever : every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it. wave 005 025 Num /^{wave 
/the offering before the LORD , and offer it upon the altar : wave 023 012 Lev /^{wave /the sheaf an he lamb without blemish of the first year for a burnt offering unto the LORD . wave 023 011 Lev /^{wave /the sheaf before the 
LORD , to be accepted for you: on the morrow after the sabbath the priest shall wave it. wave 029 024 Exo /^{wave /them for a wave offering before the LORD . wave 014 012 Lev /^{wave /them for a wave offering before the LORD :
wave 014 024 Lev /^{wave /them for a wave offering before the LORD : wave 006 020 Num /^{wave /them for a wave offering before the LORD : this is holy for the priest , with the wave breast and heave shoulder : and after that the 
Nazarite may drink wine . wave 023 020 Lev /^{wave /them with the bread of the firstfruits for a wave offering before the LORD , with the two lambs : they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest . waved 029 027 Exo /^{waved /and 
which is heaved up , of the ram of the consecration , even of that which is for Aaron , and of that which is for his sons : waved 007 030 Lev /^{waved /for a wave offering before the LORD . waved 009 021 Lev /^{waved /for a wave 
offering before the LORD ; as Moses commanded . waved 008 029 Lev /^{waved /it for a wave offering before the LORD : for of the ram of consecration it was Moses part ; as the LORD commanded Moses . waved 008 027 Lev 
/^{waved /them for a wave offering before the LORD . waved 014 021 Lev /^{waved /to make an atonement for him, and one tenth deal of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering , and a log of oil ; wavereth 001 006 Jam 
/${wavereth /is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed . wavering 001 006 Jam /${wavering /For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed . waves 065 007 Psa /^{waves /and the tumult 
of the people . waves 042 007 Psa /^{waves /and thy billows are gone over me. waves 038 011 Job /^{waves /be stayed ? waves 004 037 Mar /${waves /beat into the ship , so that it was now full . waves 008 024 Mat /${waves /but he 
was asleep . waves 051 055 Jer /^{waves /do roar like great waters , a noise of their voice is uttered : waves 014 024 Mat /${waves /for the wind was contrary . waves 010 011 Zec /^{waves /in the sea , and all the deeps of the river 
shall dry up : and the pride of Assyria shall be brought down , and the sceptre of Egypt shall depart away . waves 022 005 IISa /^{waves /of death compassed me, the floods of ungodly men made me afraid ; waves 001 013 Jud 
/${waves /of the sea , foaming out their own shame ; wandering stars , to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever . waves 009 008 Job /^{waves /of the sea . waves 093 004 Psa /^{waves /of the sea . waves 048 018 Isa 
/^{waves /of the sea : waves 002 003 Jon /^{waves /passed over me. waves 051 015 Isa /^{waves /roared : The LORD of hosts is his name . waves 021 025 Luk /${waves /roaring ; waves 088 007 Psa /^{waves /Selah . waves 107 029 
Psa /^{waves /thereof are still . waves 089 009 Psa /^{waves /thereof arise , thou stillest them. waves 031 035 Jer /^{waves /thereof roar ; The LORD of hosts is his name : waves 005 022 Jer /^{waves /thereof toss themselves, yet can 
they not prevail ; though they roar , yet can they not pass over it? waves 051 042 Jer /^{waves /thereof. waves 107 025 Psa /^{waves /thereof. waves 026 003 Eze /^{waves /to come up .





* wave , 2830 , - wave , 5130 , 8573 , 



wave And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; and shalt {wave} them [for] a 
wave offering before the LORD. wave And thou shalt put all in the hands of Aaron, and in the hands of his sons; 
and shalt wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD. wave And thou shalt take the breast of the ram of 
Aaron's consecration, and {wave} it [for] a wave offering before the LORD: and it shall be thy part. wave And 
thou shalt take the breast of the ram of Aaron's consecration, and wave it [for] a {wave} offering before the 
LORD: and it shall be thy part. wave And thou shalt sanctify the breast of the {wave} offering, and the shoulder 
of the heave offering, which is waved, and which is heaved up, of the ram of the consecration, [even] of [that] 
which [is] for Aaron, and of [that] which is for h is sons: wave His own hands shall bring the offerings of the 
LORD made by fire, the fat with the breast, it shall he bring, that the breast may be waved [for] a {wave} offering 
before the LORD. wave For the {wave} breast and the heave shoulder have I taken of the children of Israel from 
off the sacrifices of their peace offerings, and have given them unto Aaron the priest and unto his sons by a statute 
for ever from among the children of Israel. wave And he put all upon Aaron's hands, and upon his sons' hands, and
waved them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD. wave And Moses took the breast, and waved it [for] a 
{wave} offering before the LORD: [for] of the ram of consecration it was Moses' part; as the LORD commanded 
Moses. wave And the breasts and the right shoulder Aaron waved [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD; as 
Moses commanded. wave And the {wave} breast and heave shoulder shall ye eat in a clean place; thou, and thy 
sons, and thy daughters with thee: for [they be] thy due, and thy sons' due, [which] are given out of the sacrifices 
of peace offerings of the children of Israel. wave The heave shoulder and the {wave} breast shall they bring with 
the offerings made by fire of the fat, to wave [it for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and 
thy sons' with thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hat h commanded. wave The heave shoulder and the wave 
breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the fat, to wave [it for] a {wave} offering before the 
LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by a statute for ever; as the LORD hat h commanded. wave 
The heave shoulder and the wave breast shall they bring with the offerings made by fire of the fat, to {wave} [it 
for] a wave offering before the LORD; and it shall be thine, and thy sons' with thee, by a statute for ever; as the 
LORD hat h commanded. wave And the priest shall take one he lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and 
the log of oil, and wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: wave And the priest shall take one he 
lamb, and offer him for a trespass offering, and the log of oil, and {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the 
LORD: wave And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass offering, and the log of oil, and the priest shall 
wave them [for] a {wave} offering before the LORD: wave And the priest shall take the lamb of the trespass 
offering, and the log of oil, and the priest shall {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: wave And he
shall {wave} the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after the sabbath the priest shall 
wave it. wave And he shall wave the sheaf before the LORD, to be accepted for you: on the morrow after the 
sabbath the priest shall {wave} it. wave And ye shall offer that day when ye {wave} the sheaf an he lamb without 
blemish of the first year for a burnt offering unto the LORD. wave And ye shall count unto you from the morrow 
after the sabbath, from the day that ye brought the sheaf of the {wave} offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete:
wave Ye shall bring out of your habitations two {wave} loaves of two tenth deals: they shall be of fine flour; they 
shall be baken with leaven; [they are] the firstfruits unto the LORD. wave And the priest shall {wave} them with 
the bread of the firstfruits [for] a wave offering before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the 
LORD for the priest. wave And the priest shall wave them with the bread of the firstfruits [for] a {wave} offering 
before the LORD with the two lambs: they shall be holy to the LORD for the priest. wave Then the priest shall 
take the jealousy offering out of the woman's hand, and shall {wave} the offering before the LORD, and offer it 
upon the altar: wave And the priest shall {wave} them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for 
the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. wave And the 
priest shall wave them [for] a wave offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for the priest, with the {wave} breast 
and heave shoulder: and after that the Nazarite may drink wine. wave And the priest shall wave them [for] a 
{wave} offering before the LORD: this [is] holy for the priest, with the wave breast and heave shoulder: and after 
that the Nazarite may drink wine. wave And this [is] thine; the heave offering of their gift, with all the {wave} 
offerings of the children of Israel: I have given them unto thee, and to thy sons and to thy daughters with thee, by 
a statute for ever: every one that is clean in thy house shall eat of it. wave And the flesh of them shall be thine, as 
the {wave} breast and as the right shoulder are thine. wave But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that 
wavereth is like a {wave} of the sea driven with the wind and tossed.
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